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PREFACE 

T H E author's purpose in writing this book has been to supply 
the reader with a convenient iatroduction to Diophantine 
Analysis. The choice of material has been determined by 
the end in view. No attempt has been made to include all 
special results, but a large number of them are to be found 
both in the text and in the exercises. The general theory 
of quadratic forms has been omitted entirely, since that sub
ject would require a volume in itself. The reader will there
fore miss such an elegant theorem as the following: Every 
positive integer may be represented as the sum of four squares. 
Some methods of frequent use in the theory of quadratic forms, 
in particular that of continued fractions, have been left out 
of consideration even though they have some value for other 
Diophantine questions. This is done for the sake of unity 
and brevity. Probably these omissions will not be regretted, 
since there are accessible sources through which one can make 
acquaintance with the parts of the theory excluded. 

For the range of matter actually covered by this text there 
seems to be no consecutive exposition in existence at present 
in any language. The task of the author has been to sys
tematize, as far as possible, a large number of isolated inves
tigations and to organize the fragmentary results into a con
nected body of doctrine. The principal single organizing idea 
here used and not previously developed systematically in the 
literature is that connected with the notion of a multiplicative 
domain introduced in Chapter II . 

The table of contents affords an indication of the extent 
and arrangement of the material embodied in the work. 



IV PREFACE 

Concerning the exercises some special remarks should be 
made. They are intended to serve three purposes: to afford 
practice material for developing facility in the handling of 
problems in Diophantine analysis; to give an indication of 
what special results have already been obtained and what 
special problems have been found amenable to attack; and to 
point out unsolved problems which are interesting either from 
their elegance or from their relation to other problems which 
already have been treated. 

Corresponding roughly to these three purposes the prob
lems have been divided into three classes. Those which have 
no distinguishing mark are intended to serve mainly the pur
pose first mentioned. Of these there are 133, of which 45 are 
in the Miscellaneous Exercises at the end of the book. Many 
of them are inserted at the end of individual sections with 
the purpose of suggesting that a problem in such position is 
readily amenable to the methods employed in the section to 
which it is attached. The harder problems taken from the 
literature of the subject are marked with an asterisk; they 
are 53 in number. Some of them will serve a disciphnary 
purpose; but they are intended primarily as a summary of 
known results which are not otherwise included in the text or 
exercises. In this way an attempt has been made to gather 
up into the text and the exercises aU results of essential or 
considerable interest which fall within the province of an 
elementary book on Diophantine analysis; but where the 
special results are so numerous and so widely scattered it can 
hardly be supposed that none of importance has escaped 
attention. Finally those exercises which are marked with 
a dagger (35 in number) are intended to suggest investiga
tions which have not yet been carried out so far as the author 
is aware. Some of these are scarcely more than exercises, 
while others call for investigations of considerable extent 
or interest. 

ROBERT D . CARMICHAEL. 
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DIOPHANTINE ANALYSIS 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION. RATIONAL TRIANGLES. METHOD OF 
INFINITE DESCENT 

§ I. INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 

I N the theory of Diophantine analysis two closely related 
but somewhat different problems are treated. Both of them 
have to do primarily with the solution, in a certain sense, 
of an equation or a system of equations. They may be char
acterized in the following manner: Let /(x, y, z, .) be a 
given polynomial in the variables x, y, z, with rational 
(usually integral) coef&cients and form the equation 

f(x,y,z, . )=o . 

This is called a Diophantine equation when we consider it 
from the point of view of determining the rational numbers 
X, y, z, which satisfy it. We usually make a further 
restriction on the problem by requiring that the solution 
X, y, z, shall consist of integers; and sometimes we say that 
it shall consist of positive integers or of some other defined 
class of integers. Connected with the above equation we 
thus have two problems, namely: To find the rational num
bers X, y, z, which satisfy it; to find the integers (or 
the positive integers) x, y, z, which satisfy it. 

Similarly, if we have several such functions/j(a;, y, z, .), 
in number less than the number of variables, then the set 
of equations 

Ji{x,y,z, . )=o 

is said to be a Diophantine system of equations. 
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Any set of rational numbers x, y, z, ., which satisfies 
the equation [system], is said to be a rational solution of the 
equation [system]. An integral solution is aim.ila.rly defined. The 
general rational [integral] solution is a solution or set of solu
tions containing all rational [integral] solutions. A primitive 
solution is an integral solution in which the greatest common 
divisor of the values of x, y, z, is unity. 

A certain extension of the foregoing definition is possible. 
One may replace the function f(x, y, z, .) by another which 
is not necessarily a polynomial. Thus, for example, one may 
ask what integers x and y can satisfy the relation 

xV — y^ = 0. 

This more extended problem is all but untreated in the hter-
ature. I t seems to be of no particular importance and there
fore will be left almost entirely out of account in the following 
pages. 

We make one other general restriction in this book; we 
leave linear equations out of consideration. This is because 
their theory is different from that of non-linear equations 
and is essentially contained in the theory of Hnear congruences. 

That a Diophantine equation may have no solution at 
all or only a finite number of solutions is shown by the 
examples 

x^-\-y^ + i=o, x^-'ry^ — i=o. 

Obviously the first of these equations has no rational solu
tion and the second only a finite number of integral solutions. 
That the number of rational solutions of the second is infinite 
will be seen below. Furthermore we shall see that the equa
tion x^-\-y^ = z^ has an infinite number of integral solutions. 

In some cases the problem of finding rational solutions 
and that of finding integral solutions are essentially equiv
alent. This is obviously true in the case of the equation 
x^+y^=z^ For, the set of all rational, solutions contains 
the set of all integral solutions, while from the set of all integral 
solutions it is obvious that the set of all rational solutions is 
obtained by dividing the numbers in each solution by an 

http://aim.ila.rly
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arbitrary positive integer. In a similar way it is easy to see 
that the two problems are essentially equivalent in the case 
of every homogeneous equation. 

In certain other cases the two problems are essentially 
difierent, as one may see readily from such an equation as 
x^+y^ = i. Obviously, the number of integral solutions is 
finite; moreover, they are trivial. But the number of rational 
solutions is infinite and they are not all trivial in character, 
as we shall see below. 

Sometimes integral solutions may be very readily found 
by means of rational solutions which are easily obtained in 
a direct way. Let us illustrate this remark with an example. 
Consider the equation 

x^+y^ = z^. (i) 
The cases in which x or y is zero are trivial, and hence they are 
excluded from consideration. Let us seek first those solutions 
in which z has the given value z = i. Since xĵ ô we may write 
y in the form y = i—mx, where m is rational. Substituting 
in (i) we have 

x^ + {i—mxy = i. 
This yields 

_ 2m 
i+m'' 

whence 
I—m^ 

This, with z= i , gives a rational solution of Eq. (i) for every 
rational value of m. (Incidentally we have in the values of 
X and y an infinite set of rational solutions of the equation 
x^+y'^ = i.) 

If we replace m by q/p, where q and p are relatively prime 
integers, and then multiply the above values of x, y, z by p^+q'^, 
we have the new set of values 

x = 2pq, y = p^ — q^, z = p^+q^. 

This affords a two-parameter integral solution of (i). 
In § 3 we return to the theory of Eq. (i), there deriving 

the solution in a different way. The above exposition has 
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been given for two reasons: I t illustrates the way in which 
rational solutions may often be employed to obtain integral 
solutions (and this process is frequently one of considerable 
importance); again, the spirit of the method is essentially 
that of the Greek mathematician Diophantus, who flourished 
probably about the middle of the third century of our era 
and who wrote the first systematic exposition of what is now 
known as Diophantine analysis. The reader is referred to 
Heath's Diophantos of Alexandria for an account of this work 
and for an excellent abstract (in English) of the extant writings 
of Diophantus. 

The theory of Diophantine analysis has been cultivated 
for many centuries. As we have just said, it takes its name 
from the Greek mathematician Diophantus. The extent to 
which the writings of Diophantus are original is unknown, and 
it is probable now that no means will ever be discovered for 
settling this question; but whether he drew much or little 
from the work of his predecessors it is certain that his Arith-
metica has exercised a profound influence on the development 
of number theory. 

The bulk of the work of Diophantus on the theory of 
numbers consists of problems leading to indeterminate equations; 
these are usually of the second degree, but a few indeterminate 
equations of the third and fourth degrees appear and at least 
one easy one of the sixth degree is to be found. The general 
t j^e of problem is to flnd a set of numbers, usually two or 
three or four in number, such that different expressions in
volving them in the first and second and third degrees are 
squares or cubes or otherwise have a preassigned form. 

As good examples of these problems we may mention the 
following: To find three squares such that the product of any 
two of them added to the sum of those two or to the remaining 
one gives a square; to find three squares such that their con
tinued product added to any one of them gives a square; 
to .find two numbers such that their product plus or minus 
their sum gives a cube. (See Chapter VI.) 

Diophantus was always satisfied with a rational result 
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even though it appeared in fractional form; that is, he did 
not insist on having a solution in integers as is customary in 
most of. the recent work in Diophantine analysis. 

I t is through Fermat that the work of Diophantus has 
exercised the most pronounced influence on the development 
of modern number theory. The germ of this remarkable growth 
is contained in what is only a part of the original Diophantine 
analysis, of which, without doubt, Fermat is the greatest master 
who has yet appeared. The remarks, method and results of 
the latter mathematician, especially those recorded on the 
margin of his copy of Diophantus, have never ceased to be 
the marvel of other workers in this fascinating field. Beyond 
question they gave the fundamental initial impulse to the 
brilliant work in the theory of numbers which has brought 
that subject to its present state of advancement. 

Many of the theorems announced without proof by Fer
mat were demongtrated by Euler, in whose work the spirit 
of the method of Diophantus and Fermat is still vigorous. 
In the Disquisitiones Arithmetica, published in 1801, Gauss 
introduced new methods, transforming the whole subject and 
giving it a new tendency toward the use of analytical methods. 
This was strengthened by the further discoveries of Cauchy, 
Jacobi, Eisenstein, Dirichlet, and others. 

The development in this direction has extended so rapidly 
that by far the larger portion of the now existing body of 
number theory has had its origin in this movement. The 
science has thus departed widely from the point of view and 
the methods of the two great pioneers Diophantus and Fermat. 

Yet the methods of the older arithmeticians were fruitful 
in a marked degree.* They announced several theorems 
which have not yet been proved or disproved and many others 
the proofs of which have been obtained by means of such 
difficulty as to make it ahnost certain that they possessed 
other and simpler methods for their discovery. Moreover 
they made a beginning of important theories which remain 
to this day in a more or less rudimentary stage. 

* Cf. G. B. Mathews, Encyclopaedia Britannica, n t h edition, Vol. XIX, p. 863. 
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During all the intervening years, however, there has been 
a feeble effort along the fine of problems and methods in inde
terminate equations similar to those to be found in the works 
of Diophantus and Fermat; but this has been disjointed and 
fragmentary m character and has therefore not led to the 
development of any • considerable body of connected doctrine. 
Into the history of this development we shall not go; it will 
be sufficient to refer to general works of reference * by means 
of which the more important contributions can be found. 

Notwithstanding the fact that the Diophantine method 
has not yet proved itself particularly valuable, even in the 
domain of Diophantine equations where it would seem to be 
specially adapted, still one can hardly refuse to beheve that 
it is after all the method which is really germane to the sub
ject. I t will of course need extension and addition in some 
directions in order that it may be effective. There is hardly 
room to doubt that Fermat was in possession of such exten
sions if he did not indeed create new methods of a kindred 
sort. More recently Lucas f has revived something of the 
old doctrine and has reached a considerable number of inter
esting results. 

The fragmentary character of the body of doctrine in 
Diophantine anlysis seems to be due to the fact that the history 
of the subject has been primarily that of special problems. 
At no time has the development of method been conspicuous, 
and there has never been any considerable body of doctrine 
worked out according to a method of general or even of fairly 
general applicabihty. The earUest history of the subject has 
been pecuHarly adapted to bring about this state of things. 
I t was the plan of presentation of Diophantus to announce 
a problem and then to give a solution of it in the most con
venient form for exposition, thus allowing the reader but smaU 
opportunity to ascertain how the author was led either to the 
problem or to its solution. The contributions of Fermat were 

2.4* SfststrTrtfrif"' ""̂ '' ̂ °̂- "̂ ' ̂ '- '^-^'' -
t Antcr^can Journal of Matf,e,naHcs, Vol. U^gyS), pp . 184, 2S9. 
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mainly in the form of results stated without proof. More
over, through their correspondence with Fermat or their rela
tion to him in other ways, many of his contemporaries also 
were led to announce a number of results without demonstration. 
Naturally there was a desire to find proofs of interesting theorems 
made known in this way. Thus it happened that much of the 
earlier development of Diophantine analysis centered around 
the solution of certain definite special problems or the demon
stration of particular theorems. 

There is also something in the nature of the subject itself 
which contributed to bring this about. If one begins to inves
tigate problems of the character of those solved by Diophantus 
and Fenn^at he is soon led experimentally to observe certain 
apparent laws, and this naturally excites his curiosity as to their 
generahty and possible means of demonstrating them. Thus 
one is led again to consider special problems. 

Now when we attack special problems, instead of devising 
and employing general methods of investigation in a pre
scribed domain, we fail to forge all the finks of a chain of reason
ing necessary in order to build up a connected body of doctrine 
of considerable extent and we are thus lost amid our difficulties, 
because we have no means of arranging them in a natural 
or logical order. We are very much in the situation of the 
investigator who tries to make headway by considering only 
those matters which have a practical bearing. We do not 
make progress because we fail to direct our attention to essential 
parts of our problems. 

I t is obvious that the theory of Diophantine analysis is 
in need of general methods of investigation; and it is impor
tant that these, when discovered, shall be developed to a wide 
extent. In this book are gathered together the important 
results so far developed and a number of new ones are added. 
Many of the older ones are derived in a new way by means of 
two general methods first systematically developed in the 
present work. These are the method of the multiplicative 
domain introduced in Chapter I I and the method of functional 
equations employed in Chapter VI. Neither of these methods 
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IS here used to the full extent of its capacity; this is especially 
true of the latter. In a book such as the present it is natural 
that one should undertake only an introductory account of 
these methods. 

§ 2. REMARKS RELATING TO RATIONAL TRIANGLES 

A triangle whose sides and area are rational numbers is 
called a rational triangle. If the sides of a rational triangle 
are integers it is said to be integral. If further these sides 
have a greatest common divisor unity the triangle is said to 
be primitive. If the triangle is right-angled it is said to be a 
right-angled rational triangle or a Pythagorean triangle or a 
numerical right triangle. 

I t is convenient to speak, in the usual language of geometry, 
of the hypotenuse and legs of the right triangle. If x and y 
are the legs and z the hypotenuse of a Pythagorean triangle, 
then 

Any rational solution of this equation affords a Pythagorean 
triangle. If the triangle is primitive, it is obvious that no 
two of the numbers x, y, z have a common prime factor. Fur
thermore, all rational solutions of this equation are obtained 
by multiplying each primitive solution by an arbitrary rational 
number. 

From the cosine formula of trigonometry -it follows im
mediately that the cosine of each angle of a rational triangle 
is itself rational. Hence a perpendicular let faU from any 
angle upon the opposite side divides that side into two rational 
segments. The length of this perpendicular is also a rational 
number, since the sides and area of the given triangle are 
rational. ^ Hence every rational triangle is a sum of two Pytha
gorean triangles which are formed by letting a perpendicular 
fall upon the longest side from the opposite vertex. Thus 
tne theory of rational triangles may be based upon that of 
i'ythagorean triangles. 

A more direct method is also available. Thus if a, b, c 
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are the sides and A the area of a rational triangle we have 
from geometry 

{a+b+c){-a+b+c){a-b+c){a+b-c) = i6A^. 
Putting 

a = P+y, b=y+a, c = a+^, 
we have 

{a+P+y)aPy=A^ 

Every rational solution of the last equation affords a rational 
triangle. 

In the next two sections we shall take up the problem of 
determining all Pythagorean triangles and all rational triangles. 

I t is of interest to observe that Pythagorean triangles 
have engaged the attention of mathematicians from remote 
times. They take their name from the Greek philosopher 
Pythagoras, who proved the existence of those triangles whose 
legs and hypotenuse in modern notation would be denoted 
by 2 a + i , 2a^-\-2a, 2a^ + 2a-\-x, respectively, where a is a positive 
integer. Plato gave the triangles 2a, a^—i, a^-f-i. EucHd 
gave a third set, while Diophantus derived a formula essentially 
equivalent to the general solution obtained in the following 
section. 

Fermat gave a great deal of attention to problems con
nected with Pythagorean triangles, and it is not too much to 
say that the modern theory of numbers had its origin in the 
meditations of Fermat concerning these and related problems. 

§ 3. PYTHAGOREAN TRIANGLES 

We shall now determine the general form of the positive 
integers x, y, z which afford a primitive solution of the equation 

^2_|_y2^22. ( i ) 

The square of the odd number 2^-1-1 is 4ju2-f-4^-(-i. Hence 
the sum of two odd squares is divisible by 2 but not by 4; and 
therefore the sum of two odd squares cannot be a square. 
Hence of the numbers x, y in (i) one is even. If we suppose 
that X is even, then y and z are both odd. 
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Let us write Eq. (i) in the form 

x2 = (z+y) (z -y) . (2) 

Every common divisor of z+y and z — y is a divisor of their 
difference 2y. Thence, since z and y are relatively prime odd 
numbers, we conclude that 2 is the greatest common divisor 
of z+y and z — y. Then from (2) we see that each of these 
numbers must be twice a square, so that we may write 

z+y = 2a^, z — y = 2b^, 

where a and b are relatively prime integers. From these two 
equations and Eq. (2) we have 

x — 2ab, y = a^ — b^, z = a^-\-b^. (3) 

Since x and y are relatively prime, it follows that one of the 
numbers a, b is odd and the other even. 

The forms of x, y, z given in (3) are necessary in order that 
(i) may be satisfied, while at the same time x, y, z are rela
tively prime and x is even. A direct substitution in (i) shows 
that this equation is indeed satisfied by these values. Hence 
we have the following theorem: 

The legs and hypotenuse of any primitive Pythagorean tri
angle may he put in the form 

2ab, a^ — b^, a^-{-b^- (4) 

respectively, where a and b are relatively prime positive integers 
of which one is odd and the other even and a is greater than 
b; and every set of numbers (4) forms a primitive Pythagorean 
triangle. 

If we take a = 2, b = i, we have 4 -̂1-32 = 52; if a = 3, b = 2, 
we have 12 -̂1-52 = 132; and so on. 

EXERCISES 

I. Prove that the legs and hypotenuse of all integral Pythagorean triangles 
in which the hypotenuse differs from one leg by unity are given by za-i-i, 2a''-\-2a, 
2a'-\-2a-i-i, respectively, a being a positive integer. 

^. Prove that the legs and hypotenuse of all primitive Pythagorean triangles 
in which the h3^otenuse differs from one leg by 2 are given by 2a, a '—i, a^-j-i, 
respectively, a being a positive integer. In what non-primitive triangles does 
the hypotenuse exceed one leg by 2? 
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3. Show that the product of the three sides of a Pythagorean triangle is 
divisible by 60. 

4. Show that the general formulae for the solution of the equation 

in relatively prime positive integers x, y, • are 

z=OT'-r»', x,y = t^nin{vi^—re^), ±(m''—(>mhi^-\-n^), m>n, 

m and n being relatively prime positive integers of which one is odd and the 
other even. 

5. Show that the general formulsE for the solution of the equation 

a;2-f (2y)^=z-

in relatively prime positive integers .T, y, z are 

2=4m''-r»'', x= ±{nm^—n"), y=inn, 

m and n being relatively prime positive integers. 

6. Show that the general formulEe for the solution of the equation 

(2xy+y*=z^ 

in relatively prime positive integers x, y, z are 

z=m^-\-6mV-\-n'^, x=2imi{m^-\-n-), y=m-—»^, m>n, 

m and n being relatively prime positive integers of which one is odd and the 
other even. 

§ 4. RATIONAL TRIANGLES 

We have seen that the length of the perpendicular from 
any angle to the opposite side of a rational triangle is rational, 
and that it divides that side into two parts each of which is 
of rational length. If we denote the sides of the triangle by 
X, y, z, the perpendicular from the opposite angle upon z by 
h and the segments into which it divides z by zi and Z2, zi being 
adjacent to x and Z2 adjacent to y, then we have 

P = x 2 —Zl2=y2_222^ Zi-fS2=Z- ( l ) 

These equations must be satisfied if x, y, z are to be the sides 
of a rational triangle. Moreover, if they are satisfied by pos
itive rational numbers x, y, z, zi, Z2, h, then x, y, z, h are in order 
the sides and altitude upon z of a rational triangle. Hence 
the problem of determining all rational triangles is equivalent 
to that of finding all positive rational solutions of system (i). 
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From Eqs. (i) it follows readily that rational numbers 
m and n exist such that 

x-\-z\=m, X —zi = —; 
TO 
/j2 

y-\-Z2 = n, y - Z 2 = —. 
n 

Hence x, y, and z, where z=zi-|-Z2, have the form 

i / ^h^' 
2 \ m 

i / , F 

l / , ^2 ^2' 

z=-( m+n—-— — 

respectively. If we suppose that each side of the given tri
angle is multipfied by 2mn and that x, y, z are then used to 
denote the sides of the resulting triangle, we have 

( 2 ) 

x = n(m^-\-h^), 

y = m{n'^+h'^), 

z = (m-\-n)(mn — h^). 

I t is obvious that the altitude upon the side z is now 2 
so that the area of the triangle is 

hmn(m+n)(mn — h^). (3) 

From this argument we conclude that the sides of any 
rational triangle are proportional to the values of x, y, z in 
(2), the factor of proportionahty being a rational number. 
If we caU this factor p, then a triangle having the sides px, 
py, pz, where x, y, z are defined in (2), has its area equal to 
p2 times the number in (3). Hence we conclude as foHows: 

A necessary and sufficient condition that rational numbers 
X, y, z shall represent the sides of a rational triangle is that they 
shall be proportional to numbers of the form n(m^-hh^), m{n^-\-¥), 
{m+n){mn — h^), where m, n, h are positive rational numbers 
and mn>W'-
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Let d represent the greatest common denominator of the 
rational fractions m, n, h, and write 

M V , k 

*" = ? ^ = 5' ^=,-
If we multiply the resulting values of x, y, z in (2) by d'^ we 
are led to the integral triangle of sides x, y, z, where 

X = V ( M 2 + F ) , 

_^,=^(,2 + ^2)̂  

Z = {p.-\-v){p.v — ¥). 

With a modified notation the result may be stated in the follow
ing form: 

Every rational integral triangle has its sides proportional 
to numbers of the form n{m'^-{-h^), m(n^-\-h^), {m+n){mn — h'^), 
where m, n, h are positive integers and mn > W. 

To obtain a special example we may put OT=4, n — i, h = i. 
Then the sides of the triangle are 51, 40, 77 and the area is 924. 

For further properties of rational triangles the reader may 
consult an article by Lehmer in Annals of Mathematics, second 
series. Volume I, pp. 97-102. 

EXERCISES 

1. Obtain the general rational solution of the equation 

{x-\-y-\-z)xyz= u-. 

SUGGESTION.—Recall the interpretation of this equation as given in § 2. 

2. Show that the cosine of an angle of a rational triangle can be written in 
one of the forms 

a-—/32 2a0 

where a and /3 are relatively prime positive integers. 

3. If x,y,z are the sides of a rational triangle, show that positive numbers 
a and (3 exist such that one of the equations, 

^ 2 : i :y^^ ,4-y2=z- , x'^-2xy-^^j-^^+y^=z\ 

is satisfied. Thence determine general expressions for x, y, z. 
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§5. IMPOSSIBILITY OF THE SYSTEM jp'+y^^z^, y'^-{-z^ = t^. 
APPLICATIONS 

By means of the result at the close of § 3 we shall now 
prove the following theorem: 

I. There do not exist integers x, y, z, t, all different from 
zero, such that 

x2-^y2 = 22, 3,2+22 = 2̂ ( i ) 

I t is obvious that an equivalent theorem is the following: 
I I . There do not exist integers x, y, z, t, all different from 

zero, such that 
t^-\-x^ = 2z^, t^ — x^ = 2y^. (2) 

I t is obvious that there is no loss of generahty if in the 
proof we take x, y, z, t to be positive; and this we do. 

The method of proof is to assume the existence of integers 
satisfying (i) and (2) and to show that we are thus led to a 
contradiction. The argument we give is an illustration of 
Fermat's famous method of " infinite descent," of which we 
give a general account in the next section. 

If any two of the numbers x, y, z, t have a common prime 
factor p, it follows at once from (i) and (2) that all four of 
them have this factor. For, consider an equation in (i) or 
in (2) in which the two numbers divisible by p occur; this 
equation contains a third number of the set x, y, z, t, and it 
is readily seen that this third number is divisible by p. Then 
from one of the equations containing the fourth number it fol
lows that this fourth number is divisible by p. Now let us 
divide each equation of systems (i) and (2) by p^; the resulting 
systems are of the same forms as (i) and (2) respectively. 
If any two numbers in these resulting systems have a common 
prime factor pi, we may divide each system through by pi^; 
and so on. Hence if a pair of simultaneous equations (2) 
exists then there exists a pair of equations of the same form 
in which no two of the numbers x, y, z, t have a common factor 
other than unity. Let this system of equations be 

il2-|-Xl2 = 2Zl2, il2 — Xl2 = 23^12. (2) 
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From the first equation in (3) it follows that ti and xi are 
both odd or both even; and, since they are relatively prime, 
it foUows that they are both odd. Evidently ti>xi. Then 
we may write 

ti=xi + 2a, 

where a is a positive integer. If we substitute this value of 
ti in the first equation in (3), the result may readily be put 
in the form 

(Xi+a)2-fa2=2i2- (4) 

Since xi and zi have no common prime factor it is easy to see 
from this equation that a is prime to both xi and zi, and hence 
that no two of the numbers Xi-\-a, a, z\ have a common factor 
other than unity. 

Then, from the general result at the close of § 3 it follows 
that relatively prime positive integers r and 5 exist, where 
r>s, such that 

Xl- | -a=2f5, a=f2—^2^ (^^ 
or 

x\-\-a = r'^—s^, a = 2rs. (6) 

In either case we have 

t-? —x-^ ={t\—xi){t\+x\) = 2a • 2 (xi-|-Q;) =8r.y(r2 —52). 

If we substitute in the second equation of (3) and divide by 2, 
we have 

4f5(r2 —^2) =y^-

From this equation and the fact that r and s are relatively 
prime, it follows at once that r, s, r'^ — s^ are aU square numbers; 
say 

r = u?, s = v^, r^ — s^ = w^ 

Now r — s and r-\-s can have no common factor other than 
I or 2; hence, from 

2£,2=y2_^2_(y_^^(^^_|_^) = (^2_jj2)(-^2_^j^2) 

we see that either 

U^ + V^ = 2lVi^, U^ — V^ = 2W2^, (7) 
or 
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And if it is the latter case which arises, then 

Wl^-\-lV2^ = 2M2, Wl^ - W2^ = 2t)2 - (8) 

Hence, assuming equations of the form (2), we are led either 
to Eqs. (7) or to Eqs. (8); that is, we are led to new equations 
of the form with which we started. Let us write the equations 
thus: 

fe2 + X22 = 2Z22, t2^-X2^ = 2y2^; (9) 

that is, system (9) is identical with that one of systems (7), 
(8) which actually arises. 

Now from (5) and (6) and the relations ti=xi + 2a, r>s, 
we see that 

ti = 2rs+r^—s'^> 2s^ -'i-r^ — s^=r^-\-s^ = u'''+v^-

HenceM<^i. Also, 
wi^ = 7.y2 ^ r-\-s<r^-\-s^. 

Hence wi<ti. Since u and wi are both less than ti, it follows 
that fe is less than ti. Hence, obviously, t2<t. Moreover, 
it is clear that all the numbers X2, y2, za, 2̂ are different from 
zero. 

From these results we have the following conclusion: If 
we assume a system of the form (2) for given values of x, y, 
z, t, we are led to a new system (9) of the same form; and 
in the new system fe is less than t. 

Now if we start with (9) and carry out a similar argument 
we shall be led to a new system 

t3^+X3^=2Z3^, t3^-X3^ = 2y3^, 

with the relation fa<fe; starting from this last system we shah 
be led to a new one of the same form, with a similar relation 
of inequahty; and so on ad infinitum. But, since there is 
only a finite number of integers less than the given positive 
integer t, this is impossible. We are thus led to a contradiction; 
whence we conclude at once to the truth of I I and hkewise 
of L 

By means of theorems I and I I we may readily prove the 
ioUowing theorem: 
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III . The area of a Pythagorean triangle is never equal to 
a square number. 

Let the legs and hypotenuse of a Pythagorean triangle 
be u, V, w, respectively. The area of this triangle is ^uv. If 
we assume this to be a square number p2, we shall have the 
following simultaneous Diophantine equations: 

U^-\-V^ = W^, UV = 2p^ (lo) 

W ê shall prove our theorem by showing that the assumption 
of such a system for given values of u, v, w, p leads to a con
tradiction. 

From system (lo) it is easy to show that if any two of 
the numbers u, v, w have the common prime factor p, then 
the remaining one of these numbers and the number p are 
both divisible by p. Thence it is easy to show that if any 
system of the form (lo) exists there exists one in which u, v, 
w are prime each to each. We shall now suppose that (lo) 
itself is such a system. 

Since u, v, w are relatively prime it follows from the first 
equation in (lo) and the theorem in § 3 that relatively prime 
integers a and b exist such that M, V have the values 2ab; 
a^ — b^ in some order. Hence from the second equation in 
(10) we have 

p2 = ab{a^-b'')=ab{a-b){a+b). 

I t is easy to see that no two of the numbers a, b, a — b, a+b, 
have a common factor other than unity; for, if so, u and v 
would fail to satisfy the restriction of being relatively prime. 
Hence from the last equation it follows that each of these 
numbers is a square. That is, we have equations of the form 

a = ni^, b=n^, a-\-b = p^, a — b = q^; 
whence 

m'^ — n^ = q^, m^+n^ = p^. 

But, according to theorem I, no such system of equations 
can exist. That is, the assumption of Eqs. (10) leads to a 
contradiction. Hence the theorem follows as stated above. 

From the last theorem we have an ahnost immediate proof 
of the following: 
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IV. There are no integers x, y, z, all different from zero, such that 

x 4 - / = z2. ( i i ) 

If we assume an equation of the form ( i i ) , we have 

{3^-'f)x^y'^ = x^yH'^. (12) 
But, obviously, 

(2x2y2)2 + ( x 4 - / ) 2 = ( ^ + y 4 ) 2 _ (13) 

Now, from (12), we see that the Pythagorean triangle deter
mined by (13) has its area {x'^-y'^)x'^y'^ equal to the square 
number x2y222. But this is impossible. Hence no equation 
of the form (11) exists. 

COROLLARY.—There exist no integers x, y, z, all different 
from zero, su,ch that 

x4-hy4=24. 

EXERCISES 

1. The system x^—y'^='ku'^, x''-\-y^=hv^ is impossible in integers x, y, k, u, v, 
all of which are different from zero. 

2. The equation «*-)-4y*=z^ is impossible in integers x, y, z, all of which are 
different from zero. 

3. The equation 2x^-\-2y^—z^ is impossible in integers x, y, z, except for the 
trivial solution z= ±2a; '= ± 2 ^ . 

§ 6. T H E METHOD OF INFINITE DESCENT 

In the preceding section we have had an example of Fer
mat's famous method of infinite descent. In its relation to 
Diophantine equations this method may be broadly charac
terized as follows: 

Suppose that one desires to prove the impossibility of 
the Diophantine equation 

/(Xi, X2, ., x „ ) = o , ( i ) 

where / is a given function of its arguments. One assumes 
that the given equation is true for given values of xi, X2, 
x„, and shows that this assumption leads to a contradiction 
in the following particular manner. One proves the existence 
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of a s e t of i n t e g e r s M I , U2, . ., M» a n d a f u n c t i o n g{ui, U2, ., u„) 

h a v i n g o n l y p o s i t i v e i n t e g r a l v a l u e s s u c h t h a t 

f{ui,U2,. . , M „ ) = 0 , (2) 
while 

g{Ui, U2, ., Un) <g{xi, X2, ., Xn). 

The same process may then be apphed to Eq. (2) to prove 
the existence of a set of integers vi, V2, ., Vn, such that 

f{v\,V2,. .,Vn)=0, g(vi,V2, ., Vn) < g(ui, U2, •, Un) • 

This process may evidently be repeated an indefinite number 
of times. Hence there must be an indefinite number of dif
ferent positive integers less than g{xi, X2, ., x„). But this 
is impossible. Hence the assumption of Eq. (i) for a given 
set of values xi, ., Xn leads to a contradiction; and therefore 
(i) is an impossible equation. 

By a natural extension the method may also be employed 
(but usually not so readily) to find all the solutions of certain 
possible equations. I t is also apphcable, in an interesting way, 
to the proof of a number of theorems; one of these is the 
theorem that every prime number of .the form 4n+i is a 
sum of two squares of integers. See lemma II of § lo. 

We shaU now apply this method to the proof of the follow
ing theorem: 

I. There are no integers x, y, z, all different from zero, satis
fying either of the equations 

x 4 - 4 / = ±z2 (3) 

Let us assume the existence of one of the equations (3) 
for a given set of positive integers x, y, z. If any two of these 
numbers have a common odd prime factor p, then all three 
of them have this factor, and the equation may be divided 
through by ^*. The new equation thus obtained is of the 
same form as the original one. The process may be repeated 
until an equation 

xi* — 4 y i * = ± z i 2 

is obtained, in which no two of the numbers xi, yi, z\ have a 
common odd prime factor. 
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If zi is even, it is obvious that xi is also even, and there
fore the above equation may be divided through by 4; a result 
of the form 

y2*-4»;2* = =Fz22 

is obtained. The process may be continued until an equation 
of one of the forms 

ys'^-4-^:3* = ±Z32 

is obtained, in which zs is an odd number. Then yz is also odd. 
Then if the second member in the last equation has the minus 
sign we may write y3*+Z32 = 4X3*. This equation is impos
sible, since the sum of two odd squares is obviously divisible 
by 2 but not by 4. Hence we must have 

4X3*-|-Z32=y3*- (4) 

Now it is clear that no two of the numbers X3,, ys, za have 
a common factor other than unity and that all of them are 
positive. Hence, from the last equation it follows (by means 
of the result in § 3) that relatively prime positive integers 
r and s, r>s, exist such that 

X32=rS, Z3=?'2 —52, ^32 =7-2-1-52. 

From the first of these equations it follows that r and s are 
squares; say r = p^, S = (T^. Then from the last exposed equa
tion we have 

P* + <74=y32. 

I t is easy to see that p, v, ya are prime each to each. 

The last equation leads to relations of the form 

y3=ri^+si'^, p2 = 2ri5i, a'^ = ri'^-si^, 

or of the form 

y3=ri^+si'^, p2 = ri2-5i2, a'^ = 2risi. 

In either case we see that 2riSi and ri^ — si^ are squares, while 
r\ and ^i are relatively prime and one of them is even. From 
the relation n2 — .si2 = square, it foUows that ri is odd, since 
otherwise we should have the sum of two odd squares equal 
to the even square ri^, which is impossible. Hence .ji is even. 
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But 2ri.yi = square. Hence positive integers pi, o-i, exist such 
that ri = pi^, si = 2ai^. Hence, we have an equation of the 
form pi* —4(7i* = wi2, since ri^ — si^ is a square; that is, 
we have 

4ffi^+wi^ = pi^ (5) 

Now the last equation has been obtained solely from Eq. 
(4). Moreover, it is obvious that all the numbers pi, ai, wi, 
are positive. Also, we have 

X32 =rs = p'^a^ = 2riSi (f i2 — 5i2) = 4pi2o-i2(pi4 — 4(ri*) = 4pi^i7i^wi^ 

Hence, (ri<xa. Similarly, starting from (5) we should be led 
to an equation 

4ff2*+W2^ = P2'^, 

where (72<cri; and so on indefinitely. But such a recursion 
is impossible. Hence, the theorem follows as stated above. 

By means of this result we may readily prove the following 
theorem: 

II . The area of a Pythagorean triangle is never equal to twice 
a square number. 

For, if there exists a set of rational numbers u, v, w, t 
such that 

«2-|-z;2 = ^2^ ^y _ 2̂̂  

then it is easy to see that 

(u-\-v)^ = w^ + 2t^, (u — v)^ = w^ — 2t^; 
or, 

Again, we have the following: 
III. There are no integers x, y, z, all different from zero, 

such that 
x*+y* = z2. 

For, if such an equation exists, we have a Pythagorean 
triangle (x2)2-|-(y2)2 = 22, whose area |x2y2 ig twice a square 
number; but this is impossible. 
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EXERCISES 

1. In a Pythagorean triangle x^+y^=z'', prove that not more than one of 
the sides x, y, z, is a square number. (Cf. Exs. 4, 5, 6 in § 3.) 

2. Show that the number expressing the area of a Pythagorean triangle has 
at least one odd prime factor entering into it to an odd power and thence show 
that every number of the form p^—ir*, in which p and tr are different positive 
integers, has always an odd prime factor entering into it to an odd power. 

3. The equation 2a;*—2y^=g2 is impossible in integers x, y, z, all of which 
are different from zero. 

4. The equation a:''-|-2y*=z2 is impossible in integers K, y, z, all of which 
are different from zero. 

SUGGESTION.—^This may be proved by the method of infinite descent. (Euler's 
Algebra, 22, § 210.) Begin by writing 2 in the form 

z=x^+^ 

where p and q are relatively prime integers, and thence show that x^= q'— 2^^, 
y^= 2pq, provided that x, y, z are prime each to each. 

5. By inspection or otherwise obtain several solutions of each of the equations 
a:4_2y=z2, 21-^—y''=E2, x*+8y*=z^. 

6. The equation x*—y'^—2z'' is impossible in integers x, y, z, all of which 
are different from zero. 

7. The equation x*-{-y''= 2Z^ is impossible in integers x, y, z, except for the 
trivial solution z= ztx^= ±y^. 

8. The equation 8x^—y^=z'' is impossible in integers x, y, z, all of which are 
different from zero. 

9. The equation jc*—8y*=2^ is impossible in integers x, y, z, all of which are 
different from zero. 

GENERAL EXERCISES 

1. Find the general rational solution of the equation x''-\-y''= a', where a 
is a given rational number. 

2. Find the general rational solution of the equation x^+y^=a^+b^, where 
a and b are given rational numbers. 

3. Determine all primitive Pythagorean triangles of which the perimeter is 
a square. 

4. Find general formulae for the sides of a primitive Pythagorean triangle 
such that the sum of the hj^otenuse and either leg is a cube. 

5. Find general formulae for the sides of a primitive Pythagorean triangle 
such that the hypotenuse shall diiier from each side by a cube. 

6. Observe that the equation x^+y'=z^ has the three solutions 

x=2mn, y=m^—n^, z=m^-\-n^, 

where 

m=k'-+kl-{-l-, n=k'~r-, 

m=k^-i-M+P, n=2U-\-P; 

m=¥+2kl, n=k^+klW, 
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and show that each of the three Pythagorean triangles so determined has the 
area 

{k^-^kl+P)(,k'-P)(,2k-{-l)(.2l-\-k)kl. (HiUyer, 1902.) 

7.* Develop methods of finding an infinite number of positive integral solu
tions of the Diophantine system 

x^-{-y'^=u^, 3î -f-2*= s", z'-\-x^=w'. 

(See Amer. Math. Monthly, Vol. XXI, p. 165, and Encyclopedie des sciences 
mathematiques. Tome I, Vol. I l l , p. 31). 

8.* Obtain intergal solutions of the Diophantine sj^stem. 

x''-\-y'^—i''=z^+w^, x^—w^=u^=z-—y^. 

9. Solve the Diophantine system 3i;2-l-i=«2, x'^—i=v^. 

10. Find three squares in arithmetical progression. 



CHAPTER II 

PROBLEMS INVOLVING A MULTIPLICATIVE DOMAIN 

§ 7. O N NUMBERS OF THE FORM x^+axy-\-by^ 

NUMBERS of the form TO2_^^2 have a remarkable property 
which is closely connected with the fact that the equation 
x2-)--y2 = 22 has a simple and elegant theory. This propei-ty 
is expressed by means of the identities 

(w2-|-w2)(^2_|_g2) = (jyipj^^qY j^(^^q^:fipy ^ 

= {mp—nq)^-\-(mq+np)^ (i) 

A part of what is contained in these relations may be expressed 
in words as foUows: the product of two numbers of the form 
m^+n^ is itself of the same form and in general in two ways. 

If in (i) we put p=m and q=n,we have 
(TO2 —•re2)2-|-(2TOw)2= (m2-|-w2)2_ 

Thus we are led to the fundamental solution 

= '»M2 — •M2_ X = OT' y = 2mn, z = m^-\-n'^, 

of the Pythagorean equation x'^-\-y^ = z'^. 

In a similar manner, from the relations 

(^2_^^2)3 = (^2+^2)2(^2+^2) = [{m?-n^)^+{2mn)%m^+n^) 
= {m^ -|-TO«2)2-(- (OT2JJ_|_^3)2^ 

= (m^ — 2,mn^)^ + {^mhi — n^Y, 

we have for the equation x2-|-y2 = z3 <^^ following two double-

parameter solutions 
x=n'^+mn^, y= m'^n+n^, z=m^-{-n^; 

x = m^ — 3mn^, y = 2,m^n — n^, z = m^-{-n^. 

Thus, if we take OT=2, n = i, we have io2-f52 = 53̂  and 
22-^112 = 53. 

24 
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I t is obvious that we may in a similar way obtain two-param
eter solutions of the equation y?-\-y'^ = '^ for every positive 
integral value of h. 

Again from (i) we see that the equation 

x^+y-=u^-\-v'^ 

has the four-parameter solution 

x = mp-\-nq, y=mq — np, u = mp — nq, v = mq-\-np. 

Thus, if we put OT = 3 , n = 2, p = 2, q=i, we have in particular 
82 + 12=42-1-72. 

There are several kinds of forms which have the same 
remarkable property as that pointed out above for the form 
m^-\-n^. Thus we have, in particular, 

(m^-\-amn-\-bn^){p^-\-apq+bq^) =r^-\-ars + bs^, (2) 
when 

r=mp — bnq, s = np-\-mq+anq, 

as one may readily verify by actual multiplication. This is 
a special case of a general formula which will be developed 
in § 12 in such a way as to throw Hght on the reason for its 
existence. A special case of it will be treated in detail in § 8. 

EXERCISES 

I. Find a two-parameter solution of the equation x''-\-axy-{-by'= z''. 

ii. Find a two-parameter solution of the equation x'-^axy-\-by''= z^. 

3. Describe a method for finding two-parameter solutions of the equation 
x'-\-axy-\-by^= z for any given positive integral value of k. 

4. Show that {m^+amn-]-n^)(p^-^apq+q') = r''-\-ars+s'', where r, s have 
either of the two sets of values 

r—mp—nq, s=np-\-mq-\-anq; 

r=mq—np, s—nq-\-mp-\-anp. 

5. Find a four-parameter solution of the equation 

x^-\-axy-\-y'^^=^u^-\-auv-\-i)^. 

6. Find a six-parameter solution of the system 

x'^-\-axy-\-y'^— u'^-\-auv-\-v^= z'-^-azl+t''. 

7. Find a two-parameter integral solution of the equation x^+y'=z^-\-i. 
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§8. ON THE EQUATION x^—D'f=^ 

We shall now develop a general theory by means of which 
the solutions of the equation 

x^-Dy-^^z^ (i) 

may be found. Naturally D is assumed to be an integer. 
Without loss of generahty it may be taken positive; for if it 
were negative the equation might be written in the form 
z2—( —D)y2 = x2, where — D is positive. If D is the square 
of an integer, say, D = d^, the equation may be written 

x^ = z^+{dy)^, 

so that the theory becomes essentially that of the Pythagorean 
equation x2-f-y2 = 22. Accordingly, we shall suppose that D 
is not a square. 

By suitably specializing Eq. (2) of the preceding section 
we readily obtain the following two-parameter solution of ( i ) : 

x = m^-\-Dn^, y = 2mn, z = m^—Dn^. 

But there is no ready means for determining whether this is 
the general solution. Consequently we shall approach from 
another direction the problem of finding the solution of (i). 

We shall first show that Eq. (i) possesses a non-trivial 
solution for which z = i; that is, we shall prove the existence 
of a solution of the equation 

x^—Dy^=i. (2) 

different from the trivial solutions x = ± 1 , y = o. 
For this purpose we shall first show that integers u, v exist 

such that the absolute value * of the {positive or negative) real 
quantity ii — v^D is less than i/v and also less than any pre
assigned positive constant e. (By V i ) we mean the positive 
square root of D.) Let t be an integer such that te> i. Now 
give to V successively the integral values from o to t and in 
each case choose for u the least integral value greater than 

* By the absolute value of A is meant A itself when A is positive and —A 
when A is negative. We denote it by |^ l . 
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VVD. In each case the quantity U — VVD lies between o and 
I and in no two cases are its values equal. If we divide the 
interval from o to i into t subintervals, each of length i/t, 
then two_of the above values of U—VVD, say U'~V'VD and 
U" — V"VD, must lie in the same interval. Then the expression 

iu'-u")-{v'-v")VD 

is different from zero, is of the form U — VVD and has an abso
lute value less than i/t and hence less than e. That this abso
lute value is less than that of i/{v' — v") follows from the fact 
that the difference of v' and v" is not greater than t. This 
completes the proof of the above statement concerning the 
existence of u, v with the assigned properties. 

From the existence of one such set of integers u, v it follows 
readily that there is an infinite number of such sets. For, 
let u, V be one such set. Let ei be a positive constant less 
than \U — V^D\. Then integers Mi, vi can be determined 
such that Ml—•aiVZ) is in absolute value less than i/zJi, and 
also less than «i. I t is then less than e. Thus we have a 
second set Mi, vi satisfying the original conditions. Then, 
letting t2 be a positive constant less than \ui—viy/D\, we 
may proceed as before to find a third set M2, V2 with the required 
properties. I t is obvious that this process may be continued 
indefinitely and that we are thus led to an infinite number 
of sets of integers M, V such that U — VVD is in absolute value 
less than e and also less than the absolute value of i/v. 

Now let u and v he a. pair of integers determined as above. 
Then we have 

\U-^VVD\ ^ \U-VV'D\ + \2VVD\ < 

Hence 

•\2VVD\. 

'2-.DV^\ = \U+VVD\-\U-VVD\<- ^+\2VVD\\, 

so that 

\U^-DV^\<^+2VD<I + 2VD. 

Since \u^—Dv^\ is less than i-\-2\/D for every one of the in
finite number of sets u, v in consideration, and since its value 
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is always integral, it follows that an integer / exists such that 

u'^-Dv'^ = l 

for an infinite number of sets of values u, v. I t is then obvious 
that there-^is an infinite number of these pairs Mi, Vi; M2, V2; M3, 
V3; ., such that Ui—Uj and Vt — Vj are both divisible by I for 
every i and j . Let M', V' ; u", v" be two pairs belonging to 
this last infinite subset and chosen so that M " 7 ^ ± M ' and 
v"^i^v' I t is obvious that this choice is possible. From 
the equations 

u"^-Dv'^ = l, u"^-Dv"^ = l, 

we have (by Formula (2) of § 7): 

{u'u" -Dv'v"Y-D{u'v" -u"v')^ = P. 

Here we take u'=m, u" =p, v' =n, v" =—q, D=—b, in apply
ing the formula referred to. 

Setting 
MM —UVV UV —U V , -. 

x = ^ , y= ^ , (3) 
we have 

x2—Z)y2 = i . (4) 

I t remains to show that the values of x and y in (3) are integers. 
On account of (4) it is obviously sufficient to show that y is 
an integer. That y is an integer follows at once from the 
equations u' =U"+JJ,1, v" = v'+vl, by multiphcation member 
by member. We show further that yj^o. If we suppose 
that y = o , we have 

UV —U V = 0 , UU —Dvv = zfci. 

These equations are satisfied only if u" = diu', v" = ±v', relations 
v/hich are contrary to the hypothesis concerning u', u", v', v" 

We have thus estabhshed the fact that Eq. (2) has at least 
one integral solution which is not trivial. Since we may asso
ciate with any solution x, y of (2) the other solutions —x, y; 
—X, —y; X, —y; it is clear that there is at least one solution 
of (2) in which x and y are positive. 
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Le t xi, y\, and X2, y2 be any solutions of (2), whether the 

same or different. Then we have 

I = {x^—Dy-?){x-^-Dyf) = (xia;2+I 'yiy2)2-Z'(xiy2+X2yi)2, 

so t h a t xiX2+Z)yiy2 and Xiy2+X2yi afford a solution of (2). 

Hence from the solution x, y, whose existence has already 

been proved, we have a second solution x^-\-Dy^, 2xy. I t is 

easy to show t h a t this process m a y be continued and t h a t i t 

will lead to an infinite number of solutions of (2). B u t th is 

problem is a special case of one to be t rea ted present ly; a n d 

hence will no t be further pursued now. 

I n order to come upon the more general problem let us 

seek solutions of Eq . ( i ) in which z shall have the positive value 

tr; t h a t is, let us seek solutions of the equation 

x2-Z)y2 = ^2. (2) 

If x=Xi, y = yi is a positive solution of Eq . (2) then i t is clear 

t h a t x = (rxi, y = ayi is a positive solution of (5). Hence from 

w h a t precedes we have a t least two positive solutions of (5). 

Now let x = ti, y = ui; x = t2, y = U2 he any two solutions 

of Eq . (5) and write 

ti+uiVD t2-\-U2VD t+uVo 
(6) 

where t and u are rat ional numbers . Then 

tlt2+DUlU2 

(7 

l̂M2 + feMi 
u= . 

a 
From (6) we have _ _ _ 

ti—uiVD fe—M2VZ) t-uVD 

(7) 

(8) 

Mult iplying Eqs . (6) and (8) member b y member and making 

use of the relations 

/i2-Z»Mi2 = (72, t2^-Du2^ = a'^, (9) 
we have 

t^-Du^ = <r^. (10) 
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Hence x^t, y=u afford a rational solution of (s), t and u 
having the values given in (7). 

We shaU now point out two cases in which this solution 
is integral. 

Suppose that 0-2 is a factor of D. Then from (9) it follows 
that a- is a factor of both ti and 2̂ and hence from (7) that u 
is an integer. Then from (10) it foUows that t is an integer. 

Suppose that * 
4Z) = o-2mod 40-2; 

that is, that (T2 is a remainder obtained on dividing 4D by 
40-2 Then tr is evidently an even number. Write <r = 2p. 
Then we have D^p^ m.od4p^. Hence D is divisible by p2-
Then from (9) it foUows that both ti and fc are divisible by 
p, since o- = 2p. Put 

D = dp^, ti = 9ip, t2 = d2p. 

Then d is odd. Moreover, the following relations exist, as we 
see from (9) and (7): 

di^ — dui^ = 4, B2^ — du2^ = 4; (11) 

U = \{diU2-\-d2Ui). (12) 

From Eqs. (11) we see that 61 and MI are both odd or both 
even, and also that 62 and M2 are both odd or both even. Then 
from (12) it follows that u is an integer and hence from (10) 
that t is an integer. 

We are now in position to prove readily the following 
theorem: 

Let D be any positive non-square integer and let u be any 
positive integer such thai Z) = o mod 0-2 or 4/) = 0-2 mod 40-2. Let 
x = ti and y = Ml be the least positive integral solution of the equation 

X2_Z)j,2 = o.2, (^bis) 

Then all the positive integral solutions j of this equation are 
contained in the set 

X ^ tn, y ^ ^K J ^ ^^ ^ ? 2 , 3 J 'J 

* The symbol = is read is congruent to. For the elementary properties of 
congruences see the author's Theory of Numbers, pp. 37-4r. 

t I t is obvious that all integral solutions are readily obtainable from all pos
itive integral solutions. 
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where 

/«=^[ii''-/ « = ^ | i i ' ' + ^ ^ ^ i ? ^ i - W 

n(^n-i){n-2){n-i)j^,^^,_,^^,_^_ 

4' 

!L,,»-V+^(^-^)(^-2)^,^«-3^^^a+. 
. i ! 3! 

That all these values indeed afford solutions follows readily 
from the fact that the quantities tn and Un so defined satisfy 
the relation 

(tl+Uxy/l)Y _tn + UnVD . ^ 

For then we also have 

fti—UiVDX" tn~Un^D /ti-uiVDy 

whence 
tn^ — Dtln'^ = ff^, 

as one easily shows by multiplying the preceding two equations 
member by member and simpUfying the result by means of the 
relation ti^—Dui^ = a^. That these solutions are positive is 
obvious. That they are integral follows from the results 
associated with Eqs. (7) and (10). 

I t remains to be shown that there are no other positive 
integral solutions than those defined in the above theorem. 
Let x = T, y=U he any positive integral solution of Eq. (5 '"^). 
Then, from the relation 

T+UVD T-UVD T^-DU^ 
- = i 

it foUows readily that __ 

.T-UVD ^ T+U-VD o< < i < -

Hence from (13) it follows that 

tn + Un^D 4-H+M„ + iVZ) 
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Now suppose that the solution T, U does not coincide with 
any solution given in the above theorem. Then for some 
value of n we have the relations: 

tn+U„VD ^T-^UVD Jn + i+Un+^VP 

whence 

or 

But 

tn + UnVP T+UVD tn-{-Un^ ti+UiVP 

T-ITUVD <T ti+uiy/P 

"• tn-{-Un^D cr 

0- CT{tn — UnVD) tn~Un^D 

t„+U„VD tn^-DUn^ a 

Thence we have 
T+UVD tn-Un^~D JI+UIVD 

i < < . 
a u a 

Writing _ _ _ 
T+UVD in-UnVD T'+U'VD 

where T' and U' are rational, we have x = T', y = C/' as a solu
tion of (5'^'^). I t . is integral, as we see from the results 
associated with Eqs. (7) and (10). Moreover, the relations 

i < < (14) 

are verified. __ _ 
Since {T' + U'VP){T'-U'^P)=<r^, it foUows from the first 

inequahty in (14) that T'—V's/P is positive and less than 
cr, and hence that T' and V are both positive. If we suppose 
that r ' ^ ^ i , it foUows from the relations, T"'--PTJ"^ = a'^, 
ti^ — Pui^ =• a'^, that U'^uj, a result in contradiction with 
relation (14). Hence, T'<ti and U'<ui. But this is con
trary to the hypothesis that ti, ui is the least positive integral 
solution of (5 '''•'). Hence the given positive solution T, U 
must coincide with one of those given in the theorem. 

This completes the demonstration of the theorem. 
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I t is clear that the value tr = i satisfies the requisite conditions 
on a for every non-square integer P, so that the above theorem 
is apphcable in particular to every equation of the form 
x2—Z)y2 = i. In order to apply the theorem in a particular 
case it is necessary first to find, by inspection or otherwise,* 
the least positive integral solution. 

As an illustrative example, let us consider the equation 
^2_^y2_j_ jf .^Q j-j-y successively the values i, 2, 3, 
for y we find that 3 is the least positive integral value of y for 
which there is a corresponding integer x satisfying the given 
equation. This value is x = 8 so that x = 8, y = 3 is the least 
positive integral solution of the equation x2 —7y2=i. Setting 
D = 7, 0-= I, i!i = 8, Ml = 3 , in the last two equations of the above 
theorem, we have formulae for the general positive integral 
solution of the equation x2 —7y2 = i. Giving n successively 
the values i, 2, 3, ., the particular positive integral.solutions 
are obtained without repetition and in the order of increasing 
magnitude. The first three of these solutions are 

8 , 3 ; 127,48; 2024,765. 

EXERCISES 

1. Show how all integral solutions of the equation x^—Dy''— — i may be 
obtained from one of them, D being as usual a positive non-square integer. 

SUGGESTION.—Observe that the relations a^—Db^= — i, c'—Z)g^= —i imply 
the relation iac+Dbgy-D(ag-\-bcy = i. 

2. Solve each of the Diophantine equations .-ĉ -l-1 = sy', i^—i=2y2. 

3. Let Sn represent the sum of the legs and hn the hypotenuse of an integral 
Pythagorean triangle in which the legs differ by unity. Show that every pos
sible pair of values Sn and hn is determined by the relation 

(i-t-VJ) (3-h 2 V^) ' '= i«+/%V^, 
s„ and hn being rational. 

4. Find all integral Pythagorean triangles in which the legs differ by 2. 

5. Obtain the general integral solution of each of the equations x^—sy^=4, 
x^— 2oy''= 4. 

6. Obtain a formula giving an infinite number of integral solutions of the 
equation x^—igy^=8i. 

* How this may be done, by developing the numerical value of VD into a 
continued fraction, is explained by Whitford, in The Pell Equation (New York, 
1912). When D is 1620, the value of x has three figiures; when Dis rfisi, it has 
76 figiues. 
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7. Find the general rational solution of the equation x^—Dy''=4.. By means 
of this rational solution obtain an infinite number of integral solutions. 

8. Find the smallest integral solutions of x^—16203/^= i and x^—i666y^= i . 

§ 9. GENERAL EQUATION OF THE SECOND DEGIUEE IN TWO 

VARIABLES 

Let US consider the general Diophantine equation of the 
second degree in two variables 

ax^ + 2bxy-\-cy^ + 2dx + 2ey+f = o, (i) 

where a, b, c, d, e, f are integers. 

In case ac — b^ = o, the equation may be written in the form 

{ax-\-by)^-\-2adx + 2aey-\-af=o. 

In order to obtain rational solutions it is sufficient to put 
ax-'rby = t, 2adx-\-2aey+af=—i^, (2) 

where t is any rational number, and solve these equations for 
X and y. This gives, in general, 

-bt^ — 2aet — abf 
x = 2a(bd — ae) 

_t^ + 2dt+af 
2{bd — ae) 

(3) 

If the solution is to be integral, then t must be integral, as one 
sees from the first equation in (2). Then from (3) it foUows 
that a necessary and sufficient condition on the integer t is 
that it shall satisfy the foUowing congruences: 

t^-j-2dt-\-af=o mod 2(bd — ae), 

bt'^-\-2aet-{-abf=o mod 2a{bd — ae). 

In any particular case the general solution of this system of 
congruences may be determined by inspection. 

In case ac — b^9^o the solution is not so easily determined. 
Multiplying Eq. (i) through by {ac — b'^Y we have a result 
which may be put in the form 

ai^ + 2buv-\-cv^=m, (4) 
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where 
M = (ac — b^)x — {be — cd), 

v = {ac — b^)y — {bd — ae), • (5) 

m={ac~ 52) (ae2-}-.c<̂ 2_|_yj2 _ acf— 2bde). 

Thus the problem of solving Eq. (i) is reduced to that of 
solving Eq. (4) for u and v and choosing those values only of 
M and V for which x and y have the desired characteristic* 
But the problem of solving Eq. (4) is identical with that of 
the representation of a given integer by means of a binary 
quadratic form. The plan of this book does not permit the 
detailed development of this latter subject. (See the preface.) 
Consequently the problem of solving Eq. (i) will be dismissed 
with this remark. 

§ 10. QUADRATIC EQUATIONS INVOLVING MORE THAN THREE 

VARIABLES 

Having now developed the general theory of the equation 

x2-\-y2 = i2^ 

and certain generalizations of it involving still a total of three 
variables, it is natural to extend the problem in another direc
tion, namely, by increasing the number of variables. We 
should thus be led next to consider the equation 

x2-^y2^U^^i2 ( l ) 

Now the classes of numbers which have been involved in 
the larger part of our previous theory and which have given 
rise to the most interesting results, namely, those defined by 
forms such as x2-|-y2 and x^—Dy^, have had the following re
markable property: the product of any two numbers in one 
of the classes is itself in that class. We shall express this fact 
by saying that the numbers of the class form a domain with 
respect to multiphcation. The sets of numbers mentioned 

* If an integral solution is desired we may choose those values only of u and v 
for which x and y axe integral. When x and y are restricted merely to be rational 
every solution of (4) leads through (5) to a solution of (i). 
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also have this further property: from the representation of 
two numbers in the given form that of their product is readily 
obtained by means of an algebraic formula. 

Numbers of the form x^-\-y^-\-u^ do not form a domain with 
respect to multipUcation. This may be shown by means of 
an example. We have 

3 = l 2 + i 2 _ ^ j 2 ^ 5 = 22-t-l2-t-o2, 2 I=42- ( -22- f - l2 , 

while neither 15 nor 63 can be expressed as a sum of three 
integral squares. 

But if we should enlarge the set of numbers x^-\-y^-\-u^ 
so that the new set shall contain all numbers of the form 
^2_|.y2_|_^2_j_^2 ]̂;jgQ |-]̂ g ggj gQ eulargcd forms a domain with 
respect to multipUcation. This is a special case of a more 
general result which we shaU presently give. In view of the 
existence of this domain with respect to multiphcation we have 
a direct means of treating the problem of solving the equation 

x2-fy2_j_j^2_|_j,2 = 2̂ ^2) 

Putting to zero the quantity representing v in this solution and 
restricting the values of x, y, u, t accordingly, we should arrive 
at a solution of Eq. (i) . 

We proceed at once to a more general problem including 
that concerning Eq. (i). Let us consider the Diophantine 
equation 

x2-|-ay2-f6M2 = ^^. (3) 

where a and b are given integers. When a = b = i the equation 
is the same as (i). We shall first treat the more general equa
tion 

x^-{-ay^-{-bu^-\-abv^ = t^, (4} 

because, as we shaU now show, the form of the first member 
defines a class of numbers which form a domain with respect 
to multipUcation. 

Let us employ the notation 

g{x, y, u, v) =x^-\-ay^-\-bu^-\-abv'^. 
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(6) 

Then it may be readily verified that * 

g{x, y, u, v)-g{xi, yi, MI, vi) =g{x2, y2, U2, V2), (s) 
where 

X2 = xxi — ayyi. — buui -{• ahvv\, 

y2=xyi +xiy — buvi — buiv, 

U2=ux\-\-u\x-\-avyi-\-aviy, 

V2 = vxi — vix — uy\-\-uiy. 

I t is obvious that Eq. (5) wiU also be satisfied by values X2, y2, 
U2, V2 obtained from (6) by replacing any number of the quan
tities X, y, u, V, xi, yi, MI, Vi by their negatives. In case 
a = b = i still other values of X2, y2, M2, V2 may be obtained 
by any interchange of the quantities x, y, u, v or of the quan
tities xi, yi, Ml, vi among themselves. In case a = i and J5^1 
the elements of the following pairs may be similarly inter
changed: X, y; u, v; X\, y\; u\, vi. Not all the resulting 
values of X2, y2, M2, V2 will be distinct, though there will in 
general be two or more independent sets. 

Thus we see that the class of numbers defined by the form 
x'^-\-ay'^-\-bu'^-\-abTp' form a domain with respect to multiplication 
and that the product of any two numbers of the class is readily 
expressible in the given form, and frequently in several ways. 

From Eqs. (5) and (6) and the transformations of them 
indicated above, we have the following relations: 

[g{x, y,u,v)}'^=g{x''—ay'^—bu''-'rabv'', 2xy—2biiv, 2ux-]r2avy, o) 

2xy-\-2buv, o, 2vx—2uy), 

o, 2ax—2avy, 2vx-\-2uy), 

2a:y, 2ai)y, 2uy), 

2buV, 2UX, 22(y), 

2birii, 2avy, 2vx), 

2a;y, 2!ix, 2vx). 

= g{x-— ay'-\-bu'^— abv' 

= g{x'^-{-ay^—bu^—abv'' 

= g{x^— ay''-\-bu--\-abv''. 

— g{x'-\-o-y''~~ bu^+abv'^. 

(7) 

= g{x^— ay-— bu- — abv-. 

* If in these relations we take a= b= i we shall have a set of formulae to which 
one is led directly by means of quaternions. Thus if we write 

{x+iy+jti- kv) (xi-\-iyi-i-jui+kvi) = Xi-\-iyi'\-ju2-\-kVi, 
where i, j , k are the quaternion units, we may readily determine X2, y-i, «2, ih, by 
direct multiplication of the quaternions in the first member. We obtain the 
values gotten from (6) by putting a = 6 = i . Taking the norm of each member 
of the equation in this footnote we have the special case of equation (5) for which 
a = 6 = i . 
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Let us return to the consideration of Eq. (4), writing it 
now in the form 

a^-{-aP^+bp^+abc^ = t^, (8) 

where a, /3, p, c, t are the integers to be determined. I t is 
clear that we have a four-parameter solution of this equation 
by taking g{x, y, u, v) for the value of t and the arguments 
(in order) in any right member of (7) for the values of a, j3, 
P, cr, respectively. 

Similarly for the equation 
a2 + a/32 + &p2=̂ 2̂  (g) 

we have the following four-parameter solution: 

f = x2-\-ay2-if-bu^-\-abv^, 

a = x2 — ay2 — bu^ -{-abv^, 

P = 2xy — 2buv, 

p = 2ux-\-2avy, 

where x, y, u, v are arbitrary integers. I t is also possible to 
obtain three-parameter solutions of (9) in several ways. For 
instance, by taking x = o in next to the last equation in (7), 
we have the following solution: 

t = ay^-\-bu'^+abv'^, a = ay'^-\-bu^ — abv^, p = 2buv, p — 2avy. 

Whether the above formulae give the general integral solu
tions of Eqs. (8) and (9) for a given a and b when x, y, u, v 
are restricted to be integers is a question which is not 
answered in the preceding discussion. I t appears to be diffi
cult of treatment so long as a and b are unrestricted. We 
shall take it up only for the most interesting special case, 
namely, that of the equation 

x2-fy2-|-z2 = i2_ (10) 

This is a special case of Eq. (9). Modifying our notation, 

we may write the first solution obtained above in the form 

t = m^-'rn^-'rp^-\-q^, 

x = m^~n^—p^-\-q^,\ . 

y = 2mn—2pq, 

z = 2mp-\-2nq. 
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For the case of Eq. (lo) the other solutions obtained for Eq. 
(9 ) are special cases of that given in ( i i ) . 

Taking w = 3, w = 3, p=J, q = 2, we have the particular 
instance 32-I-142-!-182 = 232-

We shall prove that formulas (11) afford the general integral 
solution of Eq. (10) if each of the second members is multi-
pUed by the arbitrary integral factor d. In this demonstration 
we shall have use for certain lemmas. These will first be 
proved. They constitute in themselves remarkable theorems. 
They are due to Fermat. 

LEMMA I. / / a number is expressible as a sum of two integral 
squares a2_[-^2 ^^ j jj- ^j^g quotient {a^-\-^^)/{a^-]-b'^) is an in
teger m, where a and b are integers and a^ + W is a prime number, 
then m is also a sum of two integral squares. 

We have 

+/32 _ (a2+^2) (^2+j2) _ (o,g±/35)2-Ka6=F|3ffl)2 

a2-H62 (a2+S2)2 (a2 4-&2)2 

/aa±pbY , /ab'^pa 

m = 

^a^->rby \a-2 + b'-, 

I t is suflacient to show that one of the numbers aOzkfib is a 
multiple of a^-{-b'^, and hence that their product is such a 
multiple, since a^+b^ is a prime. But their product is 

a^a^-p%^ = a%a^+l3^)-^Ha^+b^)=^{ma^-l3'-){a^ + b^). 

Hence lemma I is established. 
LEMMA I I . Every prime number of the form 4n + i can be 

represented in one and in only one way as a sum of two integral 
squares. 

We start from the theorem that — i is a quadratic residue 
of every prime number of the form 4«-|-i and a quadratic 
non-residue of every-prime number of the form 4 » + 3 . (See 
the author's Theory of Numbers, p. 79.) This is equivalent 
to saying that every prime number of the form 4n-\-i is a 
factor of a number of the form t^-\-z where t is a positive integer, 
while no prime number of the form 4W-I-3 is a factor of such 
a number 2̂ + 1. If we take for t the least integer such that 
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a prime number p of the form 4W-I-1 is a factor of ^24-1, it is 
clear that we have the following relations: 

f-\-i=pk, k<p. 

Now consider the set of numbers 

i2 + i , 2 2 + 1 , 32-^1, 42 + 1, (12) 

I t is obvious that no one of these numbers contains two prime 
factors neither of which is a factor of a preceding number of 
the set; for, if so, the smaller of these primes must be a factor 
of a number t^-'ri with a complementary factor less than 
itself and hence less than the other prime. 

Arrange aU prime numbers not of the form 4W-t-3 in the 
order in which they occur as factors of numbers in the set 
(12); thus: 

pi = 2, p2 = S, p3 = ^7, p4=i3, p5, p&, •• (13) 

This set contains every prime of the form 4n-\-i. 
Suppose that pm is a prime .number of the set (13) which 

is not expressible as a sum of two integral squares. Let t^-'ri 
be the first number of the set (12) of which pm is a factor and 
by means of wliich pm was assigned its place in (13). Then 
we have 

i'm^m = ^2+1^ (14) 

where km is such that every prime factor of km appears earlier 
than pm in the set (13). If every prime factor of km is a sum 
of two integral squares, then a repeated use of lemma I in 
connection with Eq. (14) would lead to the conclusion that 
pm is a sum of two integral squares. But this is contrary 
to the hypothesis concerning pm- Hence there is some prime 
factor of km which is not expressible as a sum of two integral 
squares. 

Thus we have proved that, if any prime of the set (13) is 
not expressible as a sum of two integral squares, then there is 
an earlier prime in the same set which likewise is not expres
sible as a smn of two integral squares. This is in evident 
contradiction with the fact that the first primes of this set are 
each expressible as a sum of two squares. Hence every prime 
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in set (13), and hence every prime of the form 4«-f i , is ex
pressible as a sum of two integral squares. 

I t remains to show that no. prime p can be represented in 
two ways as a sum of two integral squares. This we shall do 
by assuming an equation of the form 

p = a'+b'^ = c^+d'^, (15) 

where a and c are even and b and d are odd, and proving that 
a2 = c2, b^ = d^ From (15) we have 

p^ = {ac+bd)^-^{ad-bc)2 = {ac-bd)^-h{ad+bc)'^, 

p{a^-c2)=a^{c^+d^)-c\a2-{-P) = {ad-^bc){ad-bc). 

From the last equation it foUows that p is a, factor of one of 
the numbers ad-{-bc, ad —be. Now, neither of the numbers 
ac-\-bd or ac — hd is equal to zero, since both of them are odd. 
Therefore, from next to the last equation we see that ad —he 
and ad-rbc are both less than p in absolute value. But one 
of them is divisible by p, and hence that one is equal to zero. 
Therefore, a^/c'^ = b^/d"^. From this relation and (15) it follows 
at once that 0^ = 0"^, b^ = d^. 

This completes the proof of lemma II . 

I t is obvious that no prime of the form 4w-f3 can be rep
resented as a sum of two integral squares; for, if so, one square 
must be even and the other odd, and in this case their sum 
is of the form 4n+j.. 

LEMMA I I I . Let p be any prime number of the form 4w-f-i 
and write p=-a^-\-b^, where a and h are integers. IM m be any 
integer such that pm=a^-\-p^, where a and (3 are integers. Then 
there exists a representation of m as a sum of two integral squares, 

/aa±:l3hY fab^fia 

such that the representation a2-|-^2 QJ p^ j ^ obtained from the 
above representations of p and m by multiplication according to 
the formula 

{a^+b^){c^+d'^) = {ac+hdy+{ad-bcy-. 
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That m has the representation (i6) was shown in the 
proof of lemma I. That this representation has the further 
property specified here may be verified by a direct computation. 

COROLLARY. / / h is a composite number containing no 
prime factor of the form 4 ^ + 3 and if we write h = h\h2, where 
hi and A2 are positive integers, then every representation of h as 
a sum of two integral squares is obtained by taking every repre
sentation of hi and h2 and. multiplying these expressions in 
accordance with the formula 

(a2-l-&2)(c2+^2) = (^c±M)2-F-(a^=F&c)2. 

We are now ready to return to the consideration of Eq. (10). 
We shall suppose that the integers x, y, z, t contain no com
mon factor other than unity. Then at least one of them is 
odd. If t is even one of the numbers x, y, z is even; suppose 
it is X. Then y2_|-22 ĝ cUvisible by 4 and hence y and z are 
even. Then x, y, z, t have the common factor 2 contrary to 
hypothesis. Hence t is odd. Then one of the numbers x, 
y, z is odd. Suppose it is x. Then y2-^22 is divisible by 4 
and hence y and z are even. 

Now write Eq. (10) in the form 

(i-x)(^-f-x)=y2-|-z2. (17) 

Suppose that t — x and t-\-x have a common odd prime factor 
r in common, where r is of the form 4W-I-3. Then r is a factor 
of {t — x)-\-{t-\-x), and hence of t, and hence likewise of x, while 

y2-{-z2^oTn.odr. (18) 

If z is not divisible by r then there exists an integer Zi such 
that 

zz i= i modf. 

(See the author's Theory of Numbers, p. 43.) Hence 

(yzi)2 4-1 = o mod r. 
But this is impossible, since — i is a quadratic non-residue 
of every prime number of the form 4^4-3. Hence, z, and 
therefore y, is divisible by r. Then x, y, z, t have the common 
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factor r, contrary to hypothesis. Hence t — x and t-^x have 
no common prime factor of the form 4^4-3. 

If congruence (18) is verified we have just seen that y 
and z are both divisible by r. Hence from (17) it follows 
that if either t — x or t+x contains a factor r of the form 4 ^ + 3 
it contains that factor to an even power. From this result 
and the foregoing lemmas it follows at once that integers m, 
n, p, q exist such that 

t-\-x = 2{m^-\-(f), t—x = 2{n'^-\-p'^), 

since both t — x and t-\-x are even. Hence t and x have the 
form given in (11), while 

-y2 4 - 02 = 4 (jyi2 _|_ ̂ 2) (• ̂ 2̂ _|_ ̂ 2) _ 

Since y and z are even it now follows readily from the corollary 
to lemma I I I that for a given t, x, y, z the integers m, n, p, q 
may be so chosen that y and z are representable in the form 
given in ( i i ) . 

Hence we conclude that formulse ( i i ) afford the general 
integral solution of Eq. (lo) if each of the second members 
is multipUed by the arbitrary integral factor d. 

EXERCISES 

1. By means of equations (s), (6), (7) find values of f, 17, ij., v such that 

{g(.x,y,u, •>))Y=g{l,i],ti.,v). 

Apply this result to the solution of each of the equations 

{^-l-aij^-l-V-|-o&''-= I?, e+a.-n''+'biJ.''-= l\ 

finding a four-parameter solution of the former and a one-parameter solution 
of the latter. Here J, -q, /j,, ii, t are the integers to be determined. 

2. Obtain an eight-parameter solution of the equation 

x'^-\-ay^-'rbu'^-{-ab'i)'^=Xi^-\-ay-^-\-buy-\-dbvy, 

where x, y, u, v, Xi, y\, «i, i)i are the integers to be determined. 

3. Obtain a six-parameter solution of the equation 

.t^-|-ay^-|-fe^=««--l-az)^-|-6iB*, 

where x, y, z, u, -0, w are the integers to be determined. 

4. Find an integral solution of the equation 

x'^+y'^+z^= u^-\-v''+w''= r''-\-s'^+i^, 

involving at least foiur independent parameters. 
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5. Find an integral solution of the equation 

x'-f 2 ^ = U^+V^+W', 

containing at least two arbitrary parameters. 

6. Given a relation of the form 

A^-{-B^+C^=k{a^+b''+c^), 

where A, B, C, a, b, c, k are integers and aB^bA; find a one-parameter solution 
of the equation 

x'-\-y''-+z'=k(,u''-{-v^-\-iv'). 

Find several values of k, less than loo, and the corresponding integers A, B, C, 
a, b, c such that the first equation stated in this problem is satisfied. In par
ticular, show that k may have the values k= 7, 19, 67. (Realis, 1882.) 

§ I I . CERTAIN EQUATIONS OF HIGHER DEGREE 

Let us consider the equation 

a*-fal34-f57* = M .̂ (i) 

where 01, 13, y, p, are the integers to be determined. As the form 
of the first member of this equation defines a set of numbers 
which do not form a domain with respect to multipUcation, 
we shall naturally seek to extend the set in such way that 
the resulting class of integers do form a domain with respect 
to multiplication. For this purpose let us replace a^, jS^, y^ 
by X, y, M respectively and adjoin the new variable v so as 
to give rise to the class of numbers defined by the form 

x2 -|- ay2 -f hu^+ahv^ 

This class forms a domain with respect to multipUcation, as 
we have already seen. 

Concerning this extension let us observe that the set of 
numbers a'^-{-aP^+by* have been extended simultaneously in 
two different ways. One way is by the generalization of vari
ables already present; the other is by the adjunction of a new 
variable. We have here, then, an example of two methods 
of extending a set of numbers. These methods we shall find 
of frequent use and great importance in the theory of Diophan
tine equations. 

Let us return now to Eq. (i) and consider it in connection 
with the group (7) of equations in the preceding section. By 
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means of the first equation in that group (with v taken equal 
to zero) we see that (i) will be satisfied if 

(2 ) 

Here x, y, u are integers to be so restricted that (2) shall be 
satisfied. 

From the last equation in group (7), already referred to, 
we see that the second equation in (2) will be satisfied if 

M = 

Q,2 = 

/32 = 

7^ = 

= .X2 + 
0 

= x- — 
= 2xy 

= 2 MX 

ay-

ay'^ 

+bti^ 

-bu^ 

a = xi^ — ayi^ — hui^, 

x = xi^+ayi^-\-hui^, 

y = 2Xiyi, 

M = 2MiXi. 

Then the third and fourth equations in (2) become 

/32 = 4xiy 1 (xi2 4-ay i2-(-5MI2) , 

72 =4MiXi(xi2-(-ayi2-|-6Mi2). 

These can be satisfied if we have 

Xi = X22, y i = y22. Ml = M22, 

X2^+ay2*+Z'M2* = p2.. 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

The last equation in (5) is of the same form as (i). Hence 
if we know a single solution of (i), we can by its means satisfy 
the last equation in (5). Then from the remaining Eqs. (5) 
and Eqs. (2), (3), (4), we can determine values of a, fi, y, p.. 
Therefore, from a single solution of (i) we can find a second 
solution; from this one a third can be obtained; from the 
third a fourth can be gotten; and so on. Thus we have at 
hand a means for determining in general an infinite number 
of solutions of (i) as soon as a single solution is known. 

As an illustration of this method let us consider the special 
equation in wliich a = b = 2, namely, the equation, 

Q;4-|-2/34-f27* = /.i2 
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A particular solution is afforded by the relation 

3*-l-2-44-^2-24 = 252. 

Associating this with Eq. (5), we see that we may take X2 = 3, 
y2=4, M2 = 2, p = 2S. Then we have xi = 9, yi = i6, M I = 4 ; 

whence from (3) we have a=—463, x = 625, y = 288, M = 72. 
Thence from (2) we see that 

a = 463, (3 = 6oo, 7 = 300, ju = 566,88i 

is a second solution of the equation. From this a third may 

be obtained in a similar manner; and so on ad infinitum. 

Let us now consider the equation 

a2+ 3/32-1-6-̂ 2 = ^4 (6) 

Again making use of Eqs. (7) of the preceding section we see 
that (6) wiU be satisfied if 

p^=x'^-\-ay'^-'rbu^-\-abv^, ' 

a = x2 — ay2 — hu^-\-abv^, 

P = 2xy—2buv, 

y = 2UX-\-2avy. 

(7) 

I t is only the first equation of this set which puts a condition 
on the integers x, y, u, v. That equation will be satisfied if 

P = x-^-\-ayi^-\-hui^-\-abvi^, 

X = xi2 — ay i2 — 6MI2+ahvi^, 

y = 2Xiyi — 2buiVi, 

u = 2UiXi-{-2aviyi, 

D = o. 

(8) 

Here xi, yi, MI, vi are arbitrary integers. Hence Eqs. (7) 
and (8) afford a four-parameter solution of Eq. (6). 

Finally, let us consider the equation 

a^+ap^ = P?+bi^. (9) 

There is often a measure of choice at our disposal concerning 
the set of numbers which we shaU extend to form a domain 
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with respect to multipUcation. Here we may extend the set 
determined by either of the following forms: 

a^+ajS^-bp^, p^+bv^-a^^ 

We shaU employ the latter alone. 

Proceeding as in the previous cases, we may write 

Q;2 _ ^2 _|_ J^2 _ ^^2^ 

p = x^ — by^-\-au^, 

V = 2xy, 

/32 = 2MX. 

To satisfy the first of these equations it is sufficient to take 

a = x i 2 + 6 y i 2 —aMi2 

X = Xi2 — Jy i2-|-(jMi2 

y = 2Xiyi , 

M = 2MiXi. 

(lo) 

( I I ) 

Then from the last equation in (lo) we have the further re
striction : 

(32 = 4 M i X i ( x i 2 - & y i 2 + a M i 2 ) . 

This can be satisfied if we write 

Ui=U2^, X i = X 2 ^ ; 

X2*-|-aM24-&yi2 = p2. 
(12) 

But this last equation is of the same form as (9). Hence 
from a single solution of (9) we have integers satisfying the 
last equation in (12). From these we can determine a second 
solution of (9) by means of Eqs. (10), (11), (12). From this 
a third can be found; and so on. 

As a special case of (9) consider the equation 

a4-|-/34 = ^2 + ^2^ 

which has a solution afforded by the relation 

644-54 = 392+202. 
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Comparing with (12) and remembering that we now have 
a = b = i, we see that we may take X2 = 6, M2 = 5, yi = 2o (or 
yi might be taken equal to 39 and thus another result be finally 
obtained). Then xi=36, MI = 25. Thence from (11) one may 
determine x, y, u and thence from (10) values of a, p, p, v may 
be found which will satisfy the relation a^-'t-p^ = p^-\-v^. From 
this second solution a third may be found; and so on ad 
infinitum. 

Many other equations of the sort treated in this section 
are amenable to the same methods. Some of these are indicated 
in the general exercises at the close of this chapter. 

EXERCISES 

1. Show how to find an infinite number of integral solutions of the equation 

a'^+afi^=li', 

from a single given integral solution. Find several values of a for which integral 
solutions certainly exist. 

2. Obtain a two-parameter integral solution of the equation 

3. Show how to find a two-parameter integral solution of the equation 

a2+a/32=/i", 

for any given positive integral value of n. 

§ 12. ON THE EXTENSION OE A SET OE NUMBERS SO AS TO 

FORM A MULTIPLICATIVE DOMAIN 

In the preceding sections of this chapter we have instances 
iUustrating a matter of great importance in Diophantine anal
ysis. I t is intimately connected with the fact that certain 
classes of integers form a domain with respect to multipUca
tion. We have seen how the properties of such a domain 
may be employed to obtain solutions of a considerable class 
of equations. Moreover, we have found it profitable to gen
eralize a set of integers introduced by a given equation so that 
the resulting set shall form a domain, whereas the original set 
did not. In the first place we extended the given set by the 
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adjunction of a new variable; this method can evidently be 
generalized, when convenient, by the introduction of two or 
more variables. In the second place we extended the given 
set by the generalization of variables already present. These 
are two widely useful methods of extension which may be 
employed either separately or simultaneously. They serve to 
unify and connect many problems which otherwise would 
appear unrelated. 

If a given equation is put forward for consideration it is 
usuaUy a matter of ingenuity to determine a suitable method 
of extension so as to give rise to a domain with respect to 
multipUcation; and it is not at aU improbable that no method 
will be apparent. In fact, it is easy to propose problems which 
are not yet amenable to solution either by this or by other 
means. There are, however, certain general classes of equations 
to which the method will apply, and these will be indicated 
as we proceed. 

But the chief value of the method of extension does not 
consist so much in its use for the solution of equations pro
posed at random, as in its use for the arrangement of large and 
interesting classes of problems in an order in which they are 
amenable to attack and for suggesting a uniform procedure 
by which they may be investigated. One cannot fail to see 
the value of this in accomplishing the desirable end of building 
up a considerable body of connected doctrine. 

There is one general case in which the extension by the 
adjunction of new variables is possible and to which we wish 
to direct attention. We begin with an illustration. 

Suppose that a problem gives rise to the set of numbers 
x^+y^ They do not form a domain with respect to multi
pUcation. Let us consider the product 

P(x, y, z) =(x+y+z)(x+ajy+a)2z)(x + a)2y+uz), (i) 

where o) and u? are the imaginary cube roots of unity. By 
multiplication we find that 

P(x, y, s) =x^+y2+z^ —3xyz. (2) 
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Hence P{x, y, o) =x^+y^. Hence the set of numbers P{x, y, z) 
is an extension of the set x^+y^. 

Now 
(x+a!y + a)2z)(M+coD+a)2w) =r-\-(MS-{-oPt, (3) 

where 
r = XM+yw+zii, I 

s=xv-\-yu-\-zw, \ (4) 

t = xw-\-yv-\-zu. J 
Hence 

P(x, y, z)-P{u, V, w) =P{r, s, t). 

Therefore, the numbers P{x, y, z) form a domain with respect 
to multipUcation. 

By interchanging the role of v and w we have also 

P{x, y, z)-P{u, V, w) =P{ri, si, ti), (5) 
where 

ri=xu-\-yv-\-zw, 1 

Si=xw-\-yu-\-zv, > (6) 

ti=xv+yw-\-zu. J 

Let us consider more generally the set of numbers 

xi''+aiXi°~*X2+a2Xi""^X22 + . +a„_iXiX2''~^+a»X2", (7) 

where ai, 02, ., an are given quantities. The method of 
extending this set so that the resulting set shall form a domain 
with respect to multipUcation grows out of a remark due to 
Lagrange {(Euvres, Vol. VII, pp. 164-179), though Lagrange 
seems nowhere to have utiUzed it in connection with Dio
phantine problems. A partial use of it has been made by 
Legendre {Thiorie des nombres. Vol. II, 3d edition, pp. 134-141); 
but its consequences seem nowhere to have been systematically 
developed. 

Let ai, a2, ., «« be the roots of the equation 

t"-ait"-^+a2t''-'- + ( - i ) " - V _ i ^ + ( - i ) " a „ = o. (8) 

Form the product 

P{x) = n {xi+atX2+a^X3+ +a4""^X„). (9) 
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This is a symmetric function of the roots of Eq. (8), whence 
we see readUy that it may be written as a homogeneous poly
nomial of the nth degree in the quantities xi, X2, ., Xn with 
coefficients which are polynomials in ai, a2, ., an, the latter 
having integral coefficients. For X3 = X4==. . = Xra = o, it is 
clear that P(x) is identical with the expression in (7). Hence 
the set of numbers (7) is extended into the set (9) by the ad
junction of the new variables X3, X4, ., Xn. 

I t remains to show that the numbers P{x) form a domain 
with respect to multiphcation. Let P(x) and P{y) he two 
numbers of the form (9). Then we have 

P(x)-P(y) = 

S {xi-\-onX2+ + a i ' ' " \ x „ ) ( y i + o ; i y 2 + + « « ' ' V ) - (10) 
i = I 

Let us multiply together the two quantities 

X1+QHX2-I- +ai""'^x„, yi+a4y2 + . +04"" V> 

and in the product repeatedly replace a"'^", ^ ^ o, by its value 

n+t „ n - l - t - I „ n-l-i:-2 i_„ n+J ; -3 ?, > _ 

ai =aiai —a2«i +a3ai — ., K ^ o, 

until the result is reduced to the form 

Zi+a:4Z2-|-ai2z3 + . .+0:4""' Z„, 

where zi, Z2, ., Zn are determinate polynomials in Xi, ., 
Xn, yi, •, y-n.. Then it is obvious that we have 

P{x)-P{y)=P{z); (11) 

that is, the product of two numbers of the given form is itself 
of the same form. Hence the numbers P(x) form a domain 
with respect to multipUcation. 

I t is obvious that one can obtain immediately an w-param-
eter solution of the equation 

P(x)=i*, 

where k is any positive integer. For this purpose it is suffi
cient to write t=P{z) and to determine xi, ., x„ from the 
relation 

!P(z)}* = P(x). 
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Again, from a single solution of the equation 

P(x)=o , 

an ^-parameter solution may be obtained by means of Eq. 
( i i ) , yi, ., y„ being taken as arbitrary and the quantities 
zi, ., Zn being the new values of xi, ., x„. 

In a similar manner, from a single solution of the equation 

P ( x ) = i , (12) 

others may be found. From a solution of Eq. (12) and a 
solution of the equation 

P(x) =m, 

other solutions of the latter may obviously be obtained. 

GENERAL EXERCISES 

1. If p, g, r satisfy the relations 

p-\-q-\-r = i, -H—I—=0, 
p q r ' 

show that 
a^+b^+c^=(pa+qb-\-rcy-\-iqa-^rb-\-pcy+{ra+pb-\-qcy. 

(Davis, 1912.) 
2. Obtain solutions of the equation 

(x^+y^-J-z^) (xi^-|-yi^-|-zi') = «^+D^+K)*. 
(Catalan, 1893.) 

.5. By means of the identity 

(01^+02^-1-. .+an'y 
= (01^4-02^+. -{-a''n-i—ci-n-y+i2aiany+{2aiany+. .+(2a„_ia„)2 

show how to find any number of square numbers whose sum is a square. 
(Martin, 1S96.) 

4, Show how to write the square of a sum of n squares as a sum of n squares. 
(Moureaux, 1894.) 

5, By means of the identities 

(i+a+b+ab+a^+b^y^{i+ay{a-{-by+(.i+by{a+by+{i+a+b-aby 

=aKtt+6+i)^+*'(ffl+Z'+i) '-l-(a+J+i)2+(a+6+a&)2, 
show how to separate certain squares into a sum of three and of four squares. 

(Avillez, 1897.) 
6.* Show how to find other solutions of the system 

x^—by^=u'^, x''-\-by-=v-, 

when a single solution is known. Prove that a non-trivial solution does not exist 
when i is a square number. Show further that a necessary and svifficient condi
tion for the existence of an integral solution is that integers m, n, p exist, such 
that 

bp''=mn(m-\-n){m—n). (Lucas, 1876.) 
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7.* Discuss the solution of the Diophantine system 

x'^-\-xy-\-2y''-=u'^, a;2—xy—2y=t)2. (Lucas, 1876.) 

8.* Show how to find a second solution of the system 

2-1)2—J(2=jj,2^ 2 D 2 - ) - J ( - = 3 Z ^ , 

when a single solution is known; thence find the general solution of the system, 
(Lucas, 1877; Pepin, 1879.) 

9.* Show that the only integral solution of the system 

zi?—u''-='w'-, 2ii^-|-j(-=3z^, 

is the trivial one in which each .of the numbers u, 0, w, z is equal to ± 1 . 
(Lucas, r877.) 

10. Let p, r, s be three numbers satisfying the relation 

r'-\-arV+bs*=p-. 
Show that the equation 

x*-\-ax^y'^+by*=z^ 
has the further solution 

x=r''—bs*, y=2prs, z=p^—{a'^—\b)rV. 

Derive this result by a direct use of the method of extension by generalization 
of variables. (Lebesgue, 1853.) 

II .* Prove that the equation 

is impossible in positive integers x, y, m. (Thue, 1903.) 

12.* Determine the values of m for which the equation 

X* -{-mx'^y'^ -\-y^=z-
has non-trivial solutions. (Werebriissov, 1908.) 

13.1 Determine the integral values of m and n for which the equation 

x^-\-mx'^y''-\-ny^=z'^ 
has non-trivial solutions. 

14.1 Investigate further the problem of solving the equation 

x-+ay'^+bz''=i} 

for integral values of k greater than 2. 

15.1 Investigate the problem of solving the system 

x''-\-f-+z''- = h{u'-+v'-+w'')=l{r^-\-s'^-\-P) 

for particular values of k and I. (Compare Exs. 4 and 6 in § 10.) 

i6. t Develop in further detail the theory of the equation 

x*+ay*-\-bz^=tK 

(See special cases of this equation in Chapter IV.) 

17.t Investigate the problem of solving the equation 

x*+ay^+bz*=l'' 

for integral values of k greater than 2. In particular, consider the case ^ = 4 . 
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iS.f Investigate the problem of solving the equation 

»^+ay^=«2+o»^. 

iQ.f Develop in further detail the theory of the equation 

x*-\-ay^=u^-\-bv^. 

2o.t Investigate the problem of solving the equation 

x*-\-ay^-^bu*+abv*=tK 

21.t Let a, b, k be given integers, k being positive. Investigate the prop
erties of the integer m such that the equation 

x^-{-axy-\-by^=mt 

shall possess integral solutions and find these solutions when they exist. In 
particular, treat the cases k=2, k=$. 

22.t Develop a similar theory for each of the following equations: 

x2+ay^+fe-=mi , 

x*+ay^-\-bz'^=ml^, 

x'-\-ay*= m{u^-\-av''), 

x'^-\-ay'=m(,u'-\riv''). 



CHAPTER III 

EQUATIONS OF THE THIRD DEGREE 

§13. ON THE EQUATION kx?-\-ax^y-\-bxy'^-\-cy^ = t'^ 

W E shall now consider the problem of finding solutions of 
the equation 

x^-\-ax'^y-\-hxy^-\-cy^ = t^, (i) 

where a, b, c are rational numbers. By our general method 
(in §12) of extending the set of numbers defined by the first 
member we are led to consider the function 

h{a,fi,y)= I {a + pi^ + pi^y), (2) 
i- 1 

where pi, p2, PS are the roots of the equation 

p3-ap2 + 5 p - c = o . (3) 

I t is obvious that h{x, y, o) =x^+ax2y+5xy2+cy^. 
Performing the requisite multipUcations, we have 

h{a, P, y) =a^ + aa^P + hafi2 + C^^ + {a^- 2b)a-^y-}-{b^- 2ac)ciy2 

+ac/327+5c/372+c273 + (a&-3c)a/37. (4) 

Since p« satisfies Eq. (3), it is easy to see that we have a rela
tion of the form 

{a+Pi/3+Pi27) (M + piV+pi^w) = r+pi5+pi2/, 

where r, s, t are rational. On computing the values of r, s, i, 
we are led to the following result: 

I. / / r, s, t have the values 

r = aU-\-cyv+cPw-\-acyw, 

s = ̂ u-\-ciV — byv — bPw-\-cyw — abyw, \ (5) 

t = yu-\-^v-\-aw-\-ayv-\-afiw — hyw-\-a^yw, . 
then 

h{a, /3, 7) • h{u, V, w) = h{r, s, i). (6) 
55 
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From this formula we see readily that 

{h{a, P, y)}^ = h{a^-\-2cPy+acy'^, 2aP—2bl3y+cy^ — aby^, 
2a7 + /32 + 20/37-572 + a2^2). (7) 

By means of the last relation we are able to find a two-
parameter solution of Eq. (i). The latter we may write in 
the form h{x,y,o)=t^. Comparing this with Eq. (7) we see 
that a solution is afforded by the values 

t = h{a,P,y), 

x = c? + 2cPy-\-acy'^, • (8) 

y = 2a/3 — 2&(37+C72 — a&72, 

provided that a, ,3, 7 are connected by the relation 

2a7+;S2 + 2aj37 —672+02^2 = 0. (9) 

Into the last relation a enters linearly. I t is therefore a rational 
function of (3 and 7 with rational coefficients. Hence, 

II . A two-parameter rational solution of (i) is afforded by 
the set (8) where /3 and 7 are arbitrary rational numbers {except 
thai 7 must in general be different from zero) and a is determined 
by Eq. (9). 

If we set 7 = 2W, P — 2mn, where m and n are integers, we 
are led immediately to the foUowing result: 

III. / / a, b, c are integers, then a two-parameter integral 
solution of (i) is afforded by the values 

t = h{a, 2mn, 2m), 

x—oP-\-8cm^n-'r4acm^, 

y = 4am — Sbm^n -\-4cm^ — 4abm,^ 
where 

a = hm — a2m — 2amn — mn^, 

m and n being arbitrary integers. 
I t is obvious that these results may be appUed readUy to 

the solution of the equation 
)fex3+a.x2y+&xy2+cy3 = 2̂̂  ^^^o; (10) 

for, if this equation is multipUed through by k^ and kx is replaced 
by X, the resulting equation is of the form of (i) . 
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The reader may readily supply numerical iUustrations of 
these results. 

A method of finding particular solutions of Eq. (lo) is 
due to Fermat. I t appUes only when ^ or c is a square. Let 
us suppose that ^ is a square. Write the equation in the 
form 

(i2x3+ax2y+6xy2+cy3 = i2 ^jj) 

Take x = i and set 

t = d+-v. 
2d 

Then we have 

{d+±^+{b-^f+cf^(d+^ 
This gives 

From this value of y we have a value of t, and hence a solution 

of ( I I ) . 

§14. ON THE EQUATION koi^-{-ax^y-\-bxy'^-\-cy^=t^ 

If we set 

( i ) 

M = a2 + 2C^7 + aC72, 

Z) = 2Q:I3 — 26/37+C72 — ^672, 

w = 2a7+/32 + 2a.|37 —672+a272, 

then from Eqs. (5), (6), (7) of the preceding section we see 
that 

\h{a,P,y)? = h{p,a,T), (2) 
where 

p = aM+C70 + C/3w + flC7'Z£), 

0- = ^u+aro — byv — bfiw+cyw — abyw, 

T = 7M+jSa+aw+ayv+afiw -byw-'r a^yw. 
For a solution of the equation 

x3+ax2y+6xy2+cy3=i3^ (4) 

it is obviously sufficient to take 

t = h{a,P,y), X = p, y = (7, T = o. (s) 

(3) 
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Hence the equation T = O puts the necessary restriction on the 
otherwise arbitrary quantities a, p, y. 

Since r is the crucial quantity, let us write out its value 
in terms of a, p, y. We have 

T = 3Q;27+3aj32 + 3(a2 —6)a72 + 2 (0^ + 30 —a6)ai37 + 0/33 
+3(a2-6)/327+(a3_4a6+3c)/372 + (a4-3a2j + 2ac+62)->,3_ (5) 

From any solution of the equation r = o we have a solution 

of (4). 
In order that the equation T = O shaU determine a rational 

value of a, it is obviously necessary and sufficient that the 
expression 

53,fl2+3(a2_5).y2+2(a3_|.2a-a6),37!2-i27ia|33 
+3(a2-6)^2^ + (a3-4a6+3c))372 + (a4_3a2j + 2ac:+62)^3|^ 

shall be equal to a square. If we call this m^, we have 

9ie4 + i2(a3 + 2a —a6)(337 
+ 2(2a6 + i2a4-4o46+9a2_i2a25 + 2a2J2+95)^2^2 

-\-i2{a^-\-^a^ — a^ — 2a%-\-ab-'rab^ — ̂ c)Py^ 

+ (-a4+6a26-62_8ac)-y4=w2. (7) 

A method of finding in general an infinite number of solutions 
of this equation is given in § 17 of the following chapter. The 
work done here consists essentiaUy in reducing the problem 
of solving Eq. (4) to that of solving Eq. (7). 

A particular solution of Eq. (7) is obvious. I t is gotten 
by setting 7 = 0 . This gives rise to the following solution of (4): 

t = 2a^ — gab-\-2'jc, 
x = 2'jc — a^, 
y = 9^2 —276. 

But this particular solution is more readily obtained by the 
method of Fermat described below. 

The equation 
k^x^ -\- ax^y+6xy2+cy^ = t^, (8) 

can be readily reduced to the form of (4). I t is sufficient to 
multiply the equation through by k^ and replace x by k^x. 
Hence the previously developed theory is apphcable to Eq. (8). 
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Another method of effecting a reduction similar to that 
above is the foUowing (see Schaewen, Jahresbericht der Deutschen 
Mathematiker-Vereinigung, Vol. XVIII, pp. 7-14): In the gen
eral equation (8) replace x by 

Then we have a result which may be written 

^3^3 + ^xy2+gy3 =fi. (Q) 

This equation may be put in the form 

{t-kx){t'^+kxt+k'^x'^) =y%px+qy). 

The last equation wiU be satisfied if one writes 

m{t — kx) =ny, 

n{t^-]-kxt-\-Px^) =m{pxy-\-qy'^), 

where m and n are arbitrary quantities. If we put 

t — kx= —y, 
m 

the first of these equations is satisfied while the second becomes 

2,k'^m-nx^ — {pm^ — T,kmn^)xy — {qm^ — w3)y2 = o. 

If we denote the discriminant of this equation by w2p2 we see 
that it, and hence Eq. (9), has a rational solution which may 
be immediately derived as soon as one knows rational numbers 
m, n, p, satisfying the equation 

p^m'^ + i2k^qm^n — 6kpm^n^ — 3̂ 2,̂ 4 = p2 (^JQ) 

Thus we have reduced the problem of solving Eq. (9) to that 
of solving Eq. (10). 

There is an interesting method by which particular solutions 
of Eq. (4), and, in fact, of the more general equation 

Ax^+Bx'^y+Cxy2+Dy^ = t3, (11) 

may often be obtained (see Schaewen, /. c). I t depends 
essentially on writing Eq. (11) in the form 

p3^Q = t3^ (11 bis) 
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where P is a linear expression in x and y and Qis a polynomial 
which has at least one rational Unear factor. A converuent 
pair of values of x and y can be chosen so as to reduce such 
a Unear factor to zero. Then t can readily be found. Thus 
a particular solution of ( i i ) is obtained. The appUcability 
of this method depends on whether or not Eq. ( i i ) may con
veniently be thrown into the form ( i i ^'^). 

As an example, we take the equation 

x3 —5x2y —6xy2+8y3 = i3 (j2) 

I t may be written in each of five forms as follows: 

8y3+x(x+y)(x —6y) =t^, 

x3 — (x + 2y) (5X—4y)y = t^, 

-y] -—(387^-3413')=^^ 
3 / 27 

(x+2y)3 —xy(iix + i8y) =t^, 

X^3 
2 y - - ) +^{9y^-S2y)=t^-

These give rise to the following pairs of values of x and y, each 
of which affords a solution of Eq. (12), namely: x = i, y = - i ; 

x = 6, y = i ; x = 2, y = - i ; x = 4, y = 5; x = 34i, y = 387; 

x = i8, y = - i i ; x = 52, y = 9. 

A special case of this method is due to Fermat. Suppose 
that A=a^ Then for P we may take 

D _ L - ^ 

P = axA—ry. 

Then Q has the factor y2 and hence a Unear factor. Thus 
one has a solution in all cases when 1̂ is a cube. Similarly 
there is a solution when £i is a cube. I t must be observed that 
for special equations this method may lead only to a trivial 
solution of the given equation. This is true in the case of an 
equation in the form x^-\-cy^ = i^. 
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I t may be remarked that the problem of finding integral 
solutions of Ec[. ( i i ) is obviously equivalent to that of finding 
rational solutions of the equation 

^ x 3 + 5 x 2 + C x + r > = i f 3 ; (13) 

for (11) is reduced to (13) by dividing it through by y3 and 
in the resulting equation writing x, t for x/y, t/y, respectively. 
I t is in this latter form that the problem was investigated by 
Fermat and Euler. 

Fermat observed that from a single solution of Eq. (13) 
others can usuaUy be obtained. The method is as follows: 
Let x=m afford a rational solution of (13) and let t = s he the 
corresponding value of t. Then in (13) replace x by f+77J. 
The equation takes the form 

4 ? 3 + 5 ^ 2 + Q ^ 5 3 = ^ 3 . (14) 
Now if we write 

t--
352-

we can readily determine a rational value of ,̂ in general 
different from zero, such that Eq. (14) is satisfied. Adding 
m to this value of 5, we have a new value of x which affords 
a solution of (13). Starting from this new value of x we can 
usuaUy determine a third; and so on indefinitely. For certain 
particular equations the method may fail to lead to new solu
tions. This will be the case when the solution obtained for 
(14) is 1 = 0, t-=s. 

As an iUustrative example, let us consider the equation 

x3 —5x2+x+4 = i3. 

This has the solution x = i, t=i. Then write x = ^ + 1 , whence 
the equation takes the form 

Putting if = I — 2 { in the last equation and solving the resulting 
equation for { we have ^ = 14/9. Thence, as a second solution 
of our given equation, we have x = 23/9, t= —19/9. From this 
second solution a third may be found; and so on indefinitely. 
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For an investigation concerning the existence of a solution 
of Eq. (13), see Haentzschel, Jahresbericht der Deutschen Mathe
matiker-Vereinigung, Vol. XXII , pp. 319-329. 

§ 15. ON THE EQUATION 

x^ +y3+23 _ 2^xyz = M3 +V^+W^ — ̂ uvw 

Probably the most elegant particular equations of the 
third degree are the following: 

x3+y3=^^3^ (l) 

x 3 + y 3 = ji3_|_j,3_ (̂ 2) 

That the former is impossible in integers different from zero 
will be shown in the next section. The general solution of the 
latter we shall derive in this section. I t is convenient to con
sider first the more general equation 

x3+y3+23 —3XyZ=M3+s3+iy3_3^j;^_ (3) 

This equation reduces to (2) on putting z = w = o. Moreover, 
it is the equation to which one is led on extending each of the 
two sets of integers x3+y3, M3+Z>3 SO as to arrive at a multi-
pUcative domain, as one sees by reference to § 12. (It may 
be observed that the problem of finding integral solutions 
of (2) and (3) and that of finding rational solutions are essentially 
the same.) 

Let us denote the first member of (3) by P{x, y, z) as in 
§ 12. Then from Eqs. (3) to (6) in § 12 we see that 

P{r, s, t)-P{m, n, p) =P{x, y, z) =P{u, v, w), 
where 

x — mr-\-nt-'rps, 

y = ms-\-nr-\-pt, [ (4) 

z = mt-\-ns-\-pr, , 
and 

u = mr+ns+pt, 

v = mt-\-nr-\-ps, • (5) 

w = ms-\-nt-\-pr. 
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Eqs. (4) and (5) afford a six-parameter solution of (3). This 
solution, so readily obtained, unfortunately lacks generahty. 

We proceed as follows to find a more general solution: 
Write Eq. (3) in the form 

(x -\-y + z) (x2 + y2 + z2 — xy — yz — zx) 

= {u-[-v-\-w){u^-\-v^-\-w^—uv — vw — wu). 

We may exclude as trivial the cases in which each member 
is equal to zero; for all such solutions are obtained readily by 
means of Unear equations. (Compare the factorization of 
P(x, y, 2) in § 12.) Then we may write 

x-{-y-\-z _u^-{-v^-^vif^ — jiv — vw — wu 
u-\-v-\-w x^-\-y^-\-'^ — xy —yz — zx ' 

Now put 
u = w+a, v = w-'rP, x = 2+7, y = z+5 . (6) 

Then we have 
x + y + z _ Q:2—Q;/3+(32 
u-\-v+w 72 — 75 + 52 (7) 

Multiplying both numerator and denominator of the fraction 
in the second member of (7) by the denominator we may 
write the result in the form 

x+y-\-z ai2—Q:I/3I+)3I2 0 , 0 2 
"~T"n = T ^ „ I ,2\9 ='^2''-a2P2+P2% 
u-\-v-\-w (7—70+5^;-' 

where aa and fiz are rational numbers, when u, v, w, x, y, 2 
are rational numbers. Compare formula (2) in § 7. 

If we write 
a2-T02 , a2 —& 

a = , 0— , 

2 2 

then the preceding equation takes the form 

x-hy+z = {a^+2,h^){u->rv+w). (8) 
Hence, for every rational solution x, y, z, u, v, w of Eq. (3) 
rational numbers a and b exist such that Eq. (8) is satisfied. 

From Eqs. (7) and (8) we have 

{a^+3h^){y^-yS-^ 8^) =a^-a^+p^ 
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This relation may be put in the form 

(a2+3j2) 7 + 5 
+3 aW^Ja_^Y (̂^ 

( lo) 

2 / ' \ 2 

By means of the relation 

(a2+362)(c2+3(f2) = (ac+36rf)2+3(a^_^,c)2 

we see that Eq. (9) is satisfied if we have 

a{y-^S)+2,b{y-8)=a + ^ 

a{y-5)- 6(7+3) = 0 - / 3 

From the homogeneous character of Eq. (3) it follows that 
if each of the numbers x, y, z, u, v, w in a particular rational 
solution is divided or multipUed by a given rational number, 
the resulting numbers form a rational solution. Hence without 
loss of generality we may take u-\-v-\-w equal to unity. This 
we do. Then, in view of (7), we have 

M + » + W= I, 

x + y + 2 = 02+3^2. 

and thence from (6), 

a+|3 = i -3W, 
7 + 5 = a2+362_3 

Eqs. (10) and (11) may now be solved for a, /3, 7, 5. If the 
results are put in Eq. (6), we have 

- (g-36) (g2+362-3z) + i -3W , ̂  
66 "^'' 

(g+36)(a2+3Z,2_3z)_i+3.^ ^ ^ 

!• ( 1 2 ) 
_-(a^-ir3b^){a^ + T,b^-3z) + {a+sh)-sw{a+sb) 

60 

(ffl2+362)(a2+3;,2_3^)_(a-36)+3w(a-36) 
V- ^^ ^w, 

while z and w are arbitrary. This affords a rational solution 
of (3) depending upon four rational parameters. 

(11 ) 

x = -

y 
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Setting z = w = o and multiplying the resulting values of 
X, y, u, V by 66, we are led to the foUowing solution of Eq. (2): 

x= - (g -36 ) ( a2+362) + î  

y = (a+36)(a2+3&2)_j^ 

u=-{a'+ih^)^+{a+2,b), 
V = (a2+362)2 — (a — 36). 

(13) 

This solution is due to Euler and Binet; they obtained it by 
a different method. 

We shall now show that formulae (13) afford the general 
solution of Eq. (2) (exclusive of trivial solutions) except for 
an arbitrary constant k multiplying the second member of 
each equation in (13). In doing this it is convenient, first 
of all, to transform the solution in the following manner: Put 

P + o- 7 _ o ' —P „ p2 + po- + (r2 

2TO • 6 w 3W 

(This transformation is employed by Fujiwara in Arch. Math. 
Phys. (3) 19 (1912): 369. See other papers referred to in 
this note.) On replacing x, y, u, v by m^ times their former 
values, we may write the resulting solution in the form: 

x=—«P+-OT2, y = na — m^, u = ma- — n^, v= —mp-\-n^. (14) 

Here p, c, m, n are arbitrary parameters except for the relation 

p2 + po- + cr2 = 3mW. (15) 

To prove that (14) affords the general solution of (2) it is 
obviously sufficient to show how to determine p, 0-, m, n so 
as to satisfy Eqs. (14) and (15) when x, y, u, v, in order, are 
replaced by a suitable multiple of any given set of values 
satisfying (2). For this purpose we may proceed thus (see 
Schwering, Arch. Math. Phys. (3) 2 (1902): 281): 

From (14) we have 

x-\-y = n{a — p), u+v = m{a — p); 
whence 

m _u-^v 
n x + y 
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Therefore, we may write 

m=\{u-\-v), w = X(x+y). (i6) 

Now again from (14) we have 

nv — mx = n^—m^. 

If in this equation we substitute the values of m, n from Eq. 
(16), we have 

^ _v{x+y) —x{u+v) 
(x+y)3 —(M+Z))3" 

Since the numerator and denominator here are homogeneous, 
the former of degree 2 and the latter of degree 3, it is obvious 
that this equation will be satisfied by X = i, provided that 
X, y, u, V are replaced by TX, ry, TU, TV, respectively, and T is 
suitably determined. Replacing them by these same multiples 
in Eqs. (14) and (16) we see that (16) affords the values of 
m and n and that (14) affords the values of p and a. 

I t remains to show that Eq. (15) is satisfied. This we 
do by substituting in Eq. (2) the values of x, y, u, v taken 
from (14). Thus we have 

{—np-{-m^)^-'r{n(T—m^)^-'r{—m(r-\-n^)^-\-{mp — n^)^=o. 

Hence 
(w3 — w3) (p — cr) (p2 + p(r + 0-2 — 3OT«) = O. 

Therefore Eq. (15) o': one of the relations m = n, P = CT is sat
isfied. Ii m = n then x = v, y=u. If p = cr, then x=—y, M = — » . 
Hence, except in the case of trivial solutions, Eq. (15) is sat
isfied. Therefore, Eqs. (14), with the condition (15), afford 
the general solution of (2). Likewise Eqs. (13) afford the 
general solution of (2). In each case the elements of the 
solution given are all to be multiplied by an arbitrary con
stant k. 

If in (13) we set a = o, 6 = | , and multiply the resulting 

values of x, y, u, v by 16, we are led to the relation 

343 + 23 = 153+333, 

as a particular case of the sum of two cubes equal to the sum 
of two other cubes. 
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§ i6. IMPOSSIBILITY OF THE EQUATION x3+y3 = 2'"z3 

We shall first consider the foregoing equation for the case 
j» = o; it then has the form 

x3 + y3=23 ^ j ^ 

In order to prove that this equation is impossible in integers 
X, y, z, all of which are different from zero, we shall have need 
of some lemmas similar to those in § lo. We shall now state 
them and indicate the means of proof. 

LEMMA I. / / a number is expressible in the form Q;2+3(S2^ 

and if the quotient {o?+2)&'^)l{a'^ + -3b'^) is an integer m, where 
a, 13, a, 6 are integers and a!^ + T,b^ is a prime number, then m is 
expressible in the form 72+352, where 7 and 5 are integers. 

LEMMA II . Every prime number of the form 6n-{-i can be 
represented in one and in only one way in the form a^-\-2,b'^ where 
a and 6 are integers. No prime number of the form 6n—i is 
a divisor of a number of the form a^-{-T,h^ where a and 6 are rel
atively prime. 

LEMMA I I I . Let p he a prime number of the form 6n-\-i 
and write p = a'^-\-ib'^, where a and h are integers. Let m he any 
integer such that pm—a'^-\-T,0^, where a and /3 are integers. Then 
there exists a representation of m as a sum of two integral squares, 

/aa±36^y /«6Ta^\2 

^ W+Zb^) +H«2+3&V ' ^^ 
such that the representation a2+3(32 QJ p^n 5̂ obtained from the 
foregoing representations of p and m by multiplication in ac
cordance with the formula 

{a^+5b^){c^+3d2)=^{ac+zbd)^+:i{ad-hc)^-

COROLLARY. If h is a composite number all of whose prime 
factors are of the form 6 » + i and if we write A = Aife, where 
hi and h2 are positive integers, then every representation of h in 
the form a^-\-2,V^ is obtained by taking every representation of 
hi and A2 and multiplying these expressions in accordance with 
the formula 

(a2+362)(c2+3J2) = (ac±36<^)2+3(ad=F6c)2. 
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The proof of lemma I is obtained by an obvious modification 
of that of lemma I in § lo. The proof of lemma I I is a close 
paraUel to that of lemma I I in § lo; in this case, however, 
one starts from the fact that —3 is a quadratic residue of 
primes of the form 6w+i and of no other odd primes. The 
proof of lemma I I I is Uke that of lemma I I I in § 10. The 
reader can readily supply the necessary argumentation in aU 
cases. 

Our immediate use of these lemmas is in finding the general 
solution of the equation 

^2^3^2 = 53̂  (3) 

where p and q are relatively prime integers and s is odd. It 
is clear that 5 must have the form 

s = t'^+2,u?, (4) 

where t and u are integers. Writing (i!2+3M2)3 in the form 
P'^'^i'f by means of a repeated use of the last formula in the 
foregoing corollary, we have 

p = i^-gtu^, g = 3M(^2_j^2). (5) 

Eqs. (4) and (5) give aU the integral solutions of (3) subject 
to the condition that p and q are relatively prime and s is odd. 

Let us now return to Eq. (i). Our method of proof (see 
Euler, Opera Omnia, series i, Vol. I, pp. 484-489) is to assume 
that Eq. (i) is satisfied by a set of numbers x, y, z, all of which 
are different from zero, and to prove that we are then led 
to a contradiction. Let d he the greatest common divisor of 
any two of these numbers. I t is then a divisor of the third. 
Eq. (i) may then be divided through by d^ and a new equation 
of the same form obtained in which the resulting x, y, z are 
prime each to each. Hence, without loss of generality, we 
may assume that Eq. (i) itself is satisfied by integers x, y, z 
which are prime each to each; and this we do. Then it is 
easy to see that two of the numbers x, y, z are odd arid the 
other one even. We shaU assume that x and y are odd. This 
assumption involves no loss of generality, since if one of these 
num.bers, say x, is even, then the other, in this case y, may be 
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transposed to the second member so that we have x3 =23+( —y)3, 
an equation of the same form as (i) , in which the two numbers 
in the same member are both odd. 

Let us now write 
x + y = 2^, X —y = 2g'. 

Then x = p-{-q, y = p — q, so that p and q are relatively prime 
integers, one of them being odd and the other even. Sub
stituting in (i), we have 

2^(^2 + 3^2) =23. (6) 

From this equation it is clear that p is even, since ^2+3^2 jg 
odd; hence q is odd. Since p and q are relatively prime it 
follows that p and p^+^i'f have the greatest common divisor 
I or 3. We treat these two cases separately. 

In the first place suppose that p and p^-\-2,(f have the 
greatest common divisor i. Then p is not divisible by 3. 
Then from Eq. (6) we have 

2p=r^, p^+3q^ = s^- (7) 

We have seen above that the last equation can be satisfied 
only when p and q have the values given in (5). Since q is 
odd it follows from the last equation in (5) that u is odd and 
t is even. From the first equation in (5) we see that t is not 
divisible by 3. Moreover, t and u are relatively prime, since 
the same is true of p and q. From the two values of p above 
we have the relation 

{2t){t+3u){t-3u)=r^. 

I t is clear that the three factors in the first member are prime 
each to each. Hence each of them is a cube. Writing them 
in order equal to the cubes p.^, p3, a^, we have 

p +<T3=M^ (8) 

I t is easy to verify that the numbers p, cr are less in absolute 
value than the numbers x, y with which we set out. More
over, both of them are odd. Furthermore, p is different from 
zero. 

Let us now consider the case in wlfich p and p^+^q^ have 
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the greatest common divisor 3. Then write p^^v. Then 
from Eq. (6) we have 

67r = 9?'3, 97r2+3g2=:353. 

or 
27r = 3>^, g2_|_3^2^^3_ 

Here we see that x is even. Hence q is odd. In view of (5) 
as the general- solution of (3) we see that q and IT have the 
forms 

q = t^ — gtu^, Tr = 2,u{t^ — u^). 

Since ir is even it follows from the last equation that u is even 
and t is odd. From the two values of -n- we have 

(2M)(<+M)(i! — M ) = r 3 -

I t is clear that the three factors in the first member of this 
equation are prime each to each. From this we are led as 
before to an equation of the form (8) with the same prop
erties as in the preceding case. 

Therefore, starting with an equation x3+y3=z3 j ^ which 
X, y, 2 are all different from zero and are prime each to each 
and X and y are odd, we are led to another equation 
Xi3+yi3 = zi3 of the same sort, in which xi, yi are less in 
absolute value than x, y. Starting from the last equation, 
we can proceed as before to an equation X2^+y2^=Z2^ with 
the same properties as in the preceding case, X2, y2 being less 
in absolute value than Xi, yi; and so on. But such a recur
sion is evidently impossible. From this contradiction we con
clude that Eq. (i) cannot he satisfied by integers x, y, 2, all of 
which are different from zero. 

Let us now turn to the equation 

ofi+f = 2"'z^. (9) 

In view of the result just attained, this is impossible in non
zero integers x, y, 2 if w is a multiple of 3; hence we shaU not 
consider this case further. I t is clear that x and y are both 
odd or both even; if they are both even, it is clear that the 
equation may be divided through by an appropriate power 
of 2, so that in the resulting equation x and y shall be both 
odd. This may necessitate a change in the value of m. After 
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X and y are made odd, we suppose that m is so chosen that 
2 also is odd. We shall now show that the equation in this 
reduced form is impossible in non-zero integers, except for the 
trivial solution x=y = z, which exists when OT = i. I t is obviously 
sufficient to prove this for the case when x and y are relatively 
prime. 

Eq. (9) may be written in the form 

(x+y)(x2 —xy+y2) =: ,™„3 

The two factors of the first member have the greatest common 
divisor i or 3 since x and y are to be taken relatively prime. 
Hence the factor x2 —xy+y2 is of one of the forms r^, ^r^ For 
the former case we may write 

x2-xy+y2 = ( ^ + ^ y + 3 f ^ : i ^ ) ' = r 3 , x+y = 2^s^, (10) 
2 

where r and i' are odd integers. In the latter case we have 

x2-xy+y2 = / ^ ± ^ y + 3 / ' ^ ^ ^ y = 3r3, x + y = 2'"32.53-

or 

^ % 3 ( ' ^ ) ' = ^^ x + y = 2-•32.,3. ( „ ) 

We shall merely outUne the remainder of the proof. Con
sider Eqs. (10). From the first of these and the theory asso
ciated with Eq. (3) above, we have equations of the form 

r = /2+3M2, '-—'- = t^ — glu^, '—- — 3u{t^ — u^). 
2 2 

Thence from the second equation in (10), we have 

/(i!-3M)(/ + 3M)=2""V-

Now ^2+3^^2 Jg QJ(J^ being equal to the odd integer r. Hence 
t^ — gu^ is odd. From the last equation it follows then that 
t has the factor 2"""'. Thence we have equations of the form 

/ = 2"-V^ t-3U = a^, t+2,U = ^^, 

and hence the relation 
^3_)_^3 = 2 V -
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Similarly, by means of Eq. ( i i ) , one isled again to an equation 
of this last form. In each case it may be shown that the in
tegers involved in this deduced equation are smaller than 
those in (9); and hence the conclusion announced above is 
reached by the Fermatian method of infinite descent. 

GENERAL EXERCISES 

I. Prove that the sum of the sixth powers of two integers cannot be the 
square of an integer. 

^. Prove that no integers x and y exist such that the difference of their sixth 
powers is a square. 

3. Prove that no relatively prime integers x and y exist such that the dif
ference of their fourth powers is a cube. 

4. Show that the equation a;'-|-y'=z^ is impossible in non-zero integers. 

5. By means of the identity 

{s'>-l^+6sH->r2,sl''Y+{t^-s^+(>t''s+2ls''-y'=st-{s+l)-i\s''+st+f-y 

show that the Diophantine equation x^-\ry^=az^ has rational solutions (for which 
z^o) when and only when a satisfies an equation ot the form 

au^=si{s-{'l). 

6." If p and q denote numbers of the form i 8 » + s and r 8 » + i i respectively, 
and if a is a number of any one of the forms p, p''-, q, (f-, gp, gp'^, gq, 95^, 2p, 4^^, 
2q^, 4q; then neither of the ecjuations 

x '+y^=a3 ' , xy{x+y) — az^, 

has a non-trivial rational solution. 
(For reference to several papers dealing with these equations see Encyclopedie 

des sciences mathematiques, Tome I, Vol. I l l , pp. 32-33.) 

7. By means of a single solution of the equation a;'+y'=M'+»^ show directly 
how to find a two-parameter solution. 

8.* Obtain the general solution of the Diophantine system 

x3-\-y^=H^-\-i)^=s''-\-l'. (Werebriissov, igog.) 

9. Show that the equation x^-\-y^-\-z^=2u^ is satisfied by x=u+v, y=M —», 
u = aHn^. v=bn^ z= — 6mn^, ab=6. By means of two solutions show how to find 
a third. (Werebriissov, 1908.) 

10. By means of a single solution of the equation x^+y'-\-u^-\-v'=t^ show 
how to find a two-parameter solution. Generalize the result by increasing the 
number of variables in the first member. 

I I . Consider the equation i-rX-\-x''—\-x^=y''. Show that x=j, y=20 is the 
only solution in which x is a prime number. Show how to find other rational 
solutions. (Gerono, 1877.) 

12. Show that no one of the following four equations has an integral solu
tion: 

2 r ' ± i = 0', 2x'a:2=2^. (Delannoy, 1897.) 
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13. Let x=a, y=/3, 2=7 be a solution of the equation x^-\-y'=gz^. Show 
that another solution is obtained by means of the formulie 

x=a(a3+2/33), y=-j303=-l-2a:3), z=y{a^—0^). 

Obtain a similar result for the equation x^-\-y^= 72'. (Realis, 1878.) 

14. Show that the equation .ic(a;-|-i)=2y' has no integral solution except 
3i;=y=o, . 'c=y=i. 

15. Show that the equation 8 x ' + i = y ^ has no integral solution except x=o, 
y = i ; x=i, y = 3 . 

16. By means of a single solution of the equation x^+ay^=bz'' show how 
to find a second; by means of this find a third; and so on. (Legendre.) 

17. Find a two-parameter integral solution of the equation a;^-|-y'=z*. 

18. Find a three-parameter integral solution of the equation a;^+3y2=«'-r»^. 
SUGGESTION.—Observe that 

19. Obtain solutions of the equation .i;^-|-y^=«(^-|-»^. 

20. Find three-parameter solutions of the equation .-i:'+y'+2'=jt'-)-B'. 
SUGGESTION.—Employ the identity 

{-a+b+cy-\-{a-b-]-cy+{a+b-cy={a+b+cY-2^abc. 

21. Obtain a three-parameter solution of the equation 

22.t Find the general integral solution of the equation fi=x'-\-y'-\-i. 

23.1 Construct another cubic equation for which large classes of solutions 
may be found by the first method employed in § 15. Develop the theory of 
this equation. 

24.t Investigate the properties of the integer m such that the equation 

-j;3_|.j|3_|_g3—3.-1:^2= mp 

shall have solutions and find solutions involving arbitrary parameters (when 
m is suitably determined). Treat the corresponding problems ^or the simpler 
equation x^-\-'f=mt''. 

25.t Generalize the investigations called for in the preceding problem by-
treating the more general equation 

h{x, y, z) = m( ,̂ 

the function h being defined as in Eq. (4) of § 13. 

26. Firom 35-l-4'+s^ = 6' deduce 7 ' + i 4 ' - | - i 7 ' = 2o'. 



CHAPTER IV 

EQUATIONS OF THE FOURTH DEGREE* 

§ 17. ON THE EQUATION ax^-{-hx^y-\-cx'^y'^+dxy'^+ey/^ = mz^ 

FOR the equation 

ax* + 6x3y+cx2y2+(ixy3+ey* = TO22, (i) 

it is obvious that the problem of finding rational solutions and 
that of finding integral solutions are essentially equivalent. 
I t will therefore be sufficient to consider only one of these 
problems; it is convenient to treat the former rather than the 
latter. If the equation is multiplied through by m and mz is 
then replaced by z we have a new equation of the form which 
(i) takes on replacing w by unity. We shall therefore consider 
only the case when m = i. Now it is clear that the problem 
of finding rational solutions of (i) is equivalent to that of 
finding rational solutions of the equation 

ax*+6x3+cx2+(^x+e = z2; (2) 

for if (i) is divided through by y* and in the result x is put for 
x/y and z for z/y-, m having been replaced by i, we have 
an equation of the form (2). We shall confine our attention 
to the reduced equation (2). 

The customary method of finding rational solutions of Eq. 
(2) is due to Fermat. I t takes different forms for different 
cases. We shall examine these cases separately. 

Suppose that e is a square number, say e = e2. Then write 

z = 77ix--\-nx-\-e, 

where m and n are rational numbers subject to our choice. 

* Other matter relating to equations of the fourth degree is to be found in 
§ II and in the exercises at the close of Chapter II . 

74 
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They are to be determined so that the value of 22, namely, 

22=OT2X* + 2W«X3 + («2 + 2W€)X2+2W6X + 62, 

shall coincide with the first member of Eq. (2) except for the 
terms in xf^ and x-3. For this it is necessary and sufficient that 

d c d^ 
n=-~, m = —;. 

2e 26 8e3 
Then we have 

ax*+6x3 _ Yri^yA j ^ 2mnx^, 

an equation which is satisfied if 

h — 2mn x = - v)2 — ( mr — a 
Thus we have in general a single rational solution of Eq. (2). 

As an illustration, it may thus be shown that the equation 

X*+3X3 + 5X2 + 2X + I =22, 

has the solution %=—\, 2 = f. 

In case a is a square number, say a =c?, we may write 
z=oa?+mx+n, 

and proceed in a manner similar to that employed in the pre
ceding paragraph. Here we choose m and n so as to make 
the expression for z2 coincide with the first member of (2) 
except for the independent term and the term containing x, 
and then determine x as before. We have 

6 c b"^ n^ — e 
w = —, « = -2a 2a 8Q:3' d — 2mn 

Here again we have in general a single rational solution of 
Eq. (2). 

If one appUes this method to the particular equation 

X* + 3X3 + 5X2 + 2X+I=22, 

one finds that a solution is aff'orded by x = —57/136. 
If both a and e are squares, say a=o? and e = e2, we may 

write, 
Z = a.x2+OTX + e, 

and then determine m so that the expression for z^ shall coin
cide with the first member of Eq. (2) except for the terms 
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containing x3 and x2 or the terms containing x2 and x. These 
lead in order to the following pairs of values of m and x: 

d c — m^ — 2ae 
m =—, X — 

m--

2e 2am. —b 

6 d—2me 
2a' m^-\-2ae — C 

Here we have in general two solutions of Eq. (2). 
By means of the equation 

X*+3x3 + 5x2 + 2X + I =z2 

the reader may readily supply a numerical iUustration of this 
method. 

Gathering together the results thus obtained we may say 
that we have a method which in general is effective for finding 
a single rational solution of (2) when e is. a square or when 
a is a square and for finding two rational solutions when both 
a and e are squares. 

We shall now show that Eq. (2) may be reduced to one of 
the special forms already considered provided that a single 
rational solution is known. 

Let x = k, z = p he a rational solution of Eq. (2). Then 
replace x by t-\-k. I t is clear that a new equation is obtained 
of the same form as (2) and that p^ is the constant corresponding 
to e. Since this constant is a square, the first method employed 
above may be used to find a solution of the new equation. 
Adding k to the resulting value of t we have a value of x which 
affords a rational solution of Eq. (2). This in general is dif
ferent from the solution with which we started. By means 
of this second solution a third can in general be obtained; 
by means of this a fourth, and so on. Hence, if a single rational 
solution of (2) is known it is possible in general to find as many 
as may be desired. 

As an illustrative example, consider the equation 

2X̂  + 5x3 + 7x2 + 2 =22. 
I t has the solution 

x = i , 2 = 4. 
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If we replace xhy t+i the new equation takes the form 

2^+i3 i !3+34f2+3^, ;+ i6 = 22, 

the constant term i6 being a square number. A solution of 
the last equation may be found by the methods indicated 
above. By means of this a second solution of the equation in 
X is readily obtained. With this in hand, the operation may 
be repeated and thus a third solution of the equation in x 
be obtained; and so on ad infinitum. 

EXERCISES 

1. Determine integral Pythagorean triangles such that the hypotenuse and 
the sum of the legs shall be squares. (Compare Ex. 4 of § 3.) (Fermat.) 

2. Determine integral Pj'thagorean triangles such that the h5fpotenuse and 
the difference of the legs shall be squares. 

3. Find two or more pairs of integral Pythagorean triangles such that in 
each pair the difference of the legs of one shall be equal to the difference of the 
legs of the other while the longer leg of one is equal to the hjrpotenuse of the 
other. 

4. Find two or more pairs of integral Pythagorean triangles such that in 
each pair the sum of the legs of one shall be equal to the sum of the legs of the 
other, while the hypotenuse of one shall be equal to the greater leg of the other. 

§ 18. ON THE EQUATION a.x*+6y = cz2 

The equation 
ax*+6y* = c22, ( i ) 

which is a special case of that considered in the preceding 
section, has. been treated by several authors and detailed in
vestigations have been given of special cases, that is, of certain 
special equations obtained by giving to a, h, c particular values. 
No attempt will be made to summarize these investigations. 
On the other hand, an exposition wOl be given of a new method 
of attack which leads to solutions in an important class of 
cases. Convenient references to a representative part of the 
hterature concerning Eq. (i) may be found in Encyclopedie 
des sciences mathematiques. Tome I, Vol. I l l , pp. 35-36, and in 
Jahrhuch iiber die Fortschritte der Mathematik, at places indi
cated by the following volume and page numbers: 10: 146, 
148; 1 1 : 136 ,137 ; 12: 131,136; 14: 133; 16: 154; 19: 187; 

2 1 : 181; 25: 295; 26: 211, 212. 
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If Eq. (i) is multipUed through by a^ and ax is then re
placed by X, an equation is obtained which is of the form 

x*+wy* = wz2. (2) 

I t is in this latter form that we shaU treat the equation. We 
shaU suppose m to be any given integer and shall then restrict 
n to be an integer of the form s^-{-mt^, where 5 and t are integers. 
Then Eq. (2) takes the form 

x^+my^ = {s^+mt^)z^. (3) 

Here m, s, t are given integers and x, y, z are unknown integers 
suitable values of which are to be sought. 

I t should be observed that there is no real loss of generahty 
in confining n to this form; for if Eq. (2) has a solution, then 
there is a square number p2 such that wp2 has the form s^+mt^. 

Since x = s, y = t, z = i is a solution of (3) we might proceed 
to find another as in the work of the preceding section. We 
shall, however, use a different method. Let us write 2 in the 
form 

z = p^-{-mq^, (4) 

and seek to determine p and q and corresponding to them 
values of x and y satisfying Eq. (3). We have 

x * + w / = (5* +mt^) {p^ +mq^)^ 

= {s^-hmt^){{p^-mq^)^+m{2pq)2\ 

= {s^{p^ — mq^)-\-2mt^pq}^-\-m\t^{p^—mq^) — 2s^pq]^. 

This equation wiU be satisfied if x2 and y2 have the values 

x2 = s^ (̂ 2 _ ffiq2'^ _|_ 2mt-pq, 

y2 = t^{p^ — mq^) — 2s^pq. ' 

The last two equations form a system of the type studied 
by Fermat under the name double equations, x, y, p, and q 
being the unknown integers. We shall obtain solutions of 
them by means similar to those employed by Fermat. 

Multiplying the first equation in (5) by t^ and the second 
by 52 and subtracting, we have 

2̂̂ 2 _ 2̂̂ 2 = 2 {s^+mtP)pq. 
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This equation will be satisfied if we put 

/ _L f.H i {s*+mt^)q tx-f-sy = 2stp, tx — sy=- -^. 

(Here the coefficient of p is chosen so as to be equal to twice 
the square root of the coefficient of p^ in the value of 2̂̂ 2 
obtained by multiplying the first equation in (5) through by 
^2.) For X and y we have the values 

{s*+mtf^)q 
x = sp-

y = tp-

2St^ ' 

{s*+mt^)q 
2SH 

If we use these values of x and y and determine p and q so 
that the first equation in (5) shall be satisfied, it is clear that 
the second equation is also satisfied. 

Substituting the foregoing value of x in the first equation 
in (5) and reducing, we have 

452̂ 2(54 + ^ ^ ) ^ g + (54 + j„^)2g2 = SmsH<^pq - 4ws*f g2 

This equation will be satisfied if 

p = {s^-hmt^)^+4ms^t^, 

q=-4sH''{s^-mt^). 

Making use of these values of p and q, we have for x, y, 2 the 
values: 

x = s\{s^+m1^Y+4ms^1^-2{s^-mH^)], 

y = i{ ( S * + O T f ' ) 2 + 4 ^ 5 4 ^ ' + 2 (58 - W2i8) }, 

2 = K s * + W ^ ) 2 + 4ms4«4j2 + i6OT5*i4(54-mi!*)2, 

These values afford a single integral solution of Eq. (3). 
Employing this solution and utihzing the methods of the pre
ceding section, one may obtain a second solution; from this 
in turn a third may be found; and so on. The reader may 
readily supply numerical illustrations. 
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EXERCISES 

1. Obtain solutions of the equation 7:1:*—sy''= 22^ (Pepin, 1879.) 

2. Obtain solutions of each of the following equations: 

a;^—I4cy'=z2, 43;^—35y4=z^ (Pepin, 1879.) 

3. Obtain solutions of each of the following equations: 

3a;«—2y''= z2, x*+7y=82' , 71''—2y*= 52 .̂ 
(Pepin, 1879.) 

4. Show how to find solutions of the equation ax*-\-by*= cz'^ in all cases in 
which c= a+b. 

§ 19. OTHER EQUATIONS OF THE FOURTH DEGREE 

We have seen (§6) that the sum of two biquadrate numbers 
cannot be a biquadrate number; in fact, such a sum cannot 
be a square number. Furthermore, the sum of two biquad-
rates cannot be the double of a square number (Ex. 7 of § 6). 

That the sum of three biquadrates can be a square is readily 
shown. Let x, y, 2 be integers such that 

x2+y2 = 22. ( l ) 

Let us square each member of this equation, multiply through 
by 2*, and then add x ^ — 22*x2-y2 to each member of the re
sulting equation; the relation thus obtained may be written 
in the form 

(xy)4 + (y2)4 + (2x)4 = (2*-x2y2)2 (2) 

Now Eq. (i) has the general primitive solution 

X = OT2 —#2, y = 2mn, z=m2+w2 

Substituting these values in (2) we have the identity 

{27nn{m^ — n^) !̂  + {2mn{m^+n^) }* + (m*—«*)^ 
= {m^ + i4TO*w*+^8)2 

Thus we have a two-parameter solution of the problem of 
finding three biquadrate numbers whose sum. is a square. 
If we put m=2, n = i, we have the particular illustrative re
lation 124 + 204 + 154=4812. 

Whether or not the sum of three biquadrate numbers can 
be a biquadrate appears never to have been determined, though 
Euler seems to have been of the opinion that it is impossible. 
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I t is easy to find three biquadrate numbers whose sum is 
equal to the double of a square. In fact, these are afforded 
by the identity 

a;4-f/ + (x+y)4 = 2(x2+xy+y2)2. (3) 

Now the relation 
x2+xy+y2 = (a2+a6+62)2 

is satisfied if 
x = a2 —52̂  y = 2a6+62-

If we substitute these values of x and y in (3), we have the 
identity 

(a2-62)4+(2a6+62)4 + (a2 + 2a6)4 = 2(a2+a5+j2)4 

This affords a two-parameter solution of the problem of finding 
three biquadrate numbers whose sum is equal to the double 
of a biquadrate number. As a particular case we have 

3*+5*+84 = 2-74. 

In a similar way one may obtain an identity affording a 
two-parameter solution of the problem of finding three biquad
rate numbers whose sum is the double of a number of any 
even power. For this purpose it is sufficient to determine 
X and y so that 

x2+xy+y2 = (a2+ah+b^) *, 

2k being the index of the even power under consideration, and 
substitute the resulting values of x and y in (3). This deter
mination of X and y may readily be made by the method set 
forth in § 7. 

Whether the sum of four biquadrate numbers can be a 
biquadrate number appears not yet to have been determined. 
That the sum of five biquadrate numbers can be a biquadrate 
number is readily shown. The smallest integers satisfying this 
condition appear to be those involved in the relation 

44+64+84+94 + 144 = 154 

Several identities affording a solution of this problem have 
been obtained by tentative methods. (See a paper by Martin 
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in the Proceedings of the International Congress of Mathe
maticians, 1912.) The following are two of them: 

( 8 5 2 + 4 0 5 / - 24/2)4 + (6^2 - 4 4 5 / - 1 8 / 2 ) 4 

+ ( l 4 5 2 - 4 5 / - 4 2 / 2 ) 4 + (952 + 27/2)4 

+ (452 + I2/2)4 = ( i5s2 + 45^2)4. 

(4?»2 — 12 w2)4 + ( 2 ^ 2 — 12OT» — 6^2)4 + (4jre2 +12W2)4 

+ ( 2 ^ 2 +12OTW — 6w2)4+(3^^2+9^2)4 

= ( 5 ^ 2 + 15^2)4 

(4) 

Another elegant problem concerning biquadrate numbers 
is the following: To find two biquadrate numbers whose sum 
is equal to the sum of two other biquadrate numbers; in other 
words, to find solutions of the equation 

x4+y4=M4 + l|4. (5) 

This problem we shall now consider. If we set 

x = a + 6 , y = c — d, u = a — b, v = c+d, (6) 

and substitute in Eq. (5), we have 

a6(a2+62)=crf(c2+^2)_ 

Euler has observed that this equation is identically satisfied if 

a = g{p+g'){-f^ + i8fY-g'), 

b = 2f{f^ + iofY+fY+4g'), 
C = 2 g ( 4 / 6 + / 4 g 2 + I o / 2 g 4 + g 6 ) ^ 

d=f{P+g'){-f' + i8fY-g')-

With these values of a, b, c, d, Eqs. (6) afford a two-parameter 
solution of (5). 

Formulas for resolving the equation 

x 4 + y 4 + z 4 = M 4 ^ ^ 4 ^ ^ 

have been given by several writers. See Intermediaire des 
Mathematiciens, 19: 254; 20: 105. A two-parameter solution 
of the equation 

w4 + x4 + y 4 + 2 4 = >r4 + ^_|_^4_|_j;4 
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may be found from Eqs. (4) above by putting n = s and m^^t 
and equating the first members, this being legitimate since 
the second members are identical. 

GENERAL EXERCISES 

1. Find a two-parameter solution of each of the following equations; 

x^+ y4+42^=/;4, 

x''+2y*+2z'=t'^, 

x^+&y^+&z*=i\ 

x'+ y*+2Z^=2t\ 

x^+ y''-|-8z''=8«^. (Carmichael, 1913.) 
2. Obtain solutions of the equation 

x^+y^-\-z*=u'^+i>'^. 

3. Find six biquadrate numbers whose sum is a biquadrate. 

4. Find n bicjuadrate numbers whose sum is a, biquadrate in case n= 7, S, 
9, ID. 

S.* Show that a;=3, y = i , 2=2 are the only relatively prime integers which 
satisfy the equation 

j;'!—5,4= 52*. (Fauquembergue, 1912.) 

6. The equation x{x-\-i)=2y^ has no integral solution other than a;=y=o, 
« = y = i . 

7. Starting from the equation x'^+ay'^=z'' generaUze the first result of § 19. 

8.* Show how to find all the solutions of the equation a;*-^3sy''=2^ which 
lie under a given limit. (Pepin, 1895.) 

g. ' Show that the equation px"^—A.iy*= z^ has no rational solution when 
the prime p has any one of the values s, 37, 73, 113, 337, 349, 353, -i rep
resented by the form 5TÔ -|-4OTTO-f-9«̂ . (This and several similar results are 
given by Pepin in the Comptes Rendus of the Paris Academy, Vol. LXXXVIII, 
pp. 1255-1257 and Vol. XCIV, pp. 122-124.) 

ID.* Obtain the general solution of the equation 

a;4-8a:y-f-8y^=z2. (Pepin, 1898.) 

I I .* Obtain formulse affording solutions of the equation 

ax*-\-bx'^y'^-\-cy'^=dz'^. (Aubry, 1911.) 
12.* Solve the equation 

:t ' '+4faV-+(2/«- i)2y^=22, 

where h is such that 4/2—1 and 2/i—i are primes. (Pietrocola, 189S.) 
13. Obtain solutions of the equation 

^4_|_a:3j,-|-a;2y2-(-a:y=+y«=22. (Moret-Blanc, 1881.) 

14. Obtain solutions of the equation 
x"—5x'y^-fsy'=z2. (Moret-BIanc, 1881.) 
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15.* Obtain the general solution of the equation x^—4x'y''+y*= z^. 
(Paraira, 1913.) 

16. Obtain solutions of the equation 

{x^—y'^— 2xyy—8x^y'=z'. (Aubry, 1913.) 

17.1 Determine whether the sum of three biquadrate numbers can be equal 
to a biquadrate number. 

18. t Determine whether the sum of four biquadrate numbers can be equal 
to a biquadrate number. 

ig.f Discuss the values of a for which the equation 

x''+y*+aV=u'' 
has non-zero integral solutions. 

20. t Discuss the values of a (if any exist) for which the equation 

x^+a''y'^+aV=it'^ 
has non-zero integral solutions. 



CHAPTER V 

EQUATIONS OF DEGREE HIGHER THAN THE FOURTH. 
THE FERMAT PROBLEM 

§ 20. REMARKS CONCERNING EQUATIONS OF HIGHER DEGREE 

W H E N we pass to equations of degree higher than the 
fourth we find that but little eff'ective progress has been made. 
Often it is a matter of great difficulty to determine whether 
a given solution is the general solution of a given equation. 
Indeed this is true, to a large extent, of equations of the tliird 
and fourth degrees. Even here there are but few equations 
for which a general solution is known or for which it is known 
that no solution at all exists. As the degree of the equation 
increases, the generality of the known results decreases in a 
rapid ratio. Only the most special equations of degree higher 
than the fourth have been at all treated and for only a few of 
these is one able to answer the questions naturally propounded as 
to the existence or generality of solutions. (See Ex. 71, p. 116.) 

Several papers have been written on the problem of deter
mining a sum of different nth powers equal to an nth power; 
but the methods employed are largely tentative in character 
and the results are far from complete. Reference may be 
made to Barbette's monograph of 154 quarto pages, entitled, 
" Les sommes de p^^^" puissances distincies egales a une p""'-'^ 
puissance," and to a paper by A. Martin in the Proceedings 
of the International Congress of Mathematicians, 1912. See 
also the references in the latter paper. 

I t is an easy matter to construct equations of any degree 
desired in such a way that formulas are readily obtained yielding 
rational solutions involving one or more parameters; but this 
is a trivial exercise. What is more profitable is a satisfactory 
treatment of those equations which first come to mind when 

85 
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one considers the question as to what are the simplest equations 
of various given degrees. Probably the most elegant equation 
of degree n is the foUowing: 

x"+y" = z". (i) 

Concerning equations of higher degree the most desirable thing 
to do first is to ascertain methods by which one may treat 
completely the special cases, such, for example, as Eq. (i) 
above. 

For a long time Eq. (i) has held an interesting place in 
the history and literature of the theory of numbers. This 
chapter is devoted principally to a study of that equation. 
I t was first introduced to notice by Fermat in the seventeenth 
century. Fermat stated, without proof, the foUowing theorem, 
commonly known as Fermat's Last Theorem: 

If n is an integer greater than 2 there do not exist integers 
X, y, 2, all different from zero, such that x' '+y" = z" 

This theorem was written down by Fermat on the margin 
of his copy of Diophantus. He added that he had discovered 
a truly remarkable proof of the theorem, but that the margin 
of the book was too narrow to contain it. No one has redis
covered Fermat's proof, if indeed he had one (and there seems 
to be no sufficient reason for doubting his statement). In 
fact, no general proof of the theorem has yet been found. For 
various special values of n proofs have been given; in partic
ular for every value of n not greater than 100. 

In the next section we shall develop the more elementary 
properties of Eq. ( i ) ; and in the following section we shall 
give a brief general account of the present state of knowledge 
concerning this equation. 

§ 21. ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES OF THE EQUATION 

x°+y" = 2", n>2 

In the study of the equation 

x"+y'' = 2", n>2, (i) 

it is convenient to make some preliminary reductions. If 
there exists any particular solution of (i), there exists also 
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a solution in which x, y, 2 are prime each to each. This may 
be readily proved as follows: if any two of the numbers x, y, 
2 have the greatest common factor d, then from (i) itself it 
foUows that the third number of the set has also this same 
factor. Hence the equation may be divided through by d" 
The resulting equation is of the same form as (i). I t is clear 
that X, y, z in this resulting equation are prime each to each. 
Hence, in proving the impossibility of (i), it is sufficient to 
treat only the case in which x, y, z are prime each to each. 

Again, since n is greater than 2, it must contain the factor 
4 or an odd prime factor p. If n contains the factor 4, we 
may write n = 4m, whence we have 

(x"')4+(y"')4 = (z'")4. 

From the corollary to theorem IV in § 5 it follows that this 
equation is impossible. Hence, if Eq. (i) is satisfied, n does 
not contain the factor 4. Now, if n contains the odd prime 
factor p, we may write n = pm, whence we have 

(.x'")'+(y'")''=(2™)^ 

Therefore, in order to prove the impossibihty of Eq. (i) it is 
sufficient to show that it is impossible when n is equal to an 
odd prime number p; that is, it is sufficient to prove the im
possibihty of the equation x^-^-y^^z", where p is an odd prime. 
By changing 2 to —2 this may be written in the more sym
metric form „ „ „ / N 

x^+y^+z'' = o. (2) 
We shall take x, y, 2 to be prime each to each. 

Special proofs of the impossibihty of Eq. (2) for particular 
values of p are known. One of these for the case ^ = 3 has 
been reproduced in § 16 above. The remainder of this section 
is devoted to the derivation, by elementary means, of certain 
properties of x, y, z, p, which are necessary ii Eq. (2) is to be 
satisfied. 

We shaU first derive the so-called AbeUan formulse. Let 
us write Eq. (i) in the form 

{x+y){x'-'-x'-'y+x^'y+ -xy^-^+y^-^) = (-2)^ (3) 
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The second factor of the first member of this equation may be 
written in the form 

:K^+y''_i(x+y)-yp+y^ 
x + y x + y 

_(x+y)^-j>(x+y)^-^y + . . . + j > ( x + y ) / " ' 

= {x+y)Q{x,y)+py^-\ (4) 

where Q(x, y) is a polynomial in x and y with integral coeffi
cients. From this and the fact that x and y are relatively 
prime, it foUows readily that the numbers represented by the 
two factors in the first member of (3) have the greatest com
mon divisor i or p. 

If z is prime to p, this greatest common divisor must be i. 
In this case the two factors of the first member of (3) are 
relatively prime. Then, since their product is a ^th power, 
it is clear that each of them is a ^th power. Hence we may 
write 

X̂  + 'V̂  
x + y = M', — = v'', z=—uv. (5) 

x+y 
Let us next consider the case in which z is divisible by p. 

Then x ^ + y ' ' = o m o d ^ ; thence, from the theorem of Fermat 
(see Carmichael's Theory of Numbers, p. 48), it foUows that 
x + y = 0 mod ^. That is, x + y has the factor p. Then, by 
means of Eq. (4), we see that the second factor in the first mem
ber of (3) also has the factor p. But the greatest common 
divisor of the two factors in the first member of (3) is i or 
p; therefore, in this case, it is p. Hence one of these two 
factors contains p to only the first power, while the other contains 
it to the {kp — i)th power, where ^ is a suitably determined 
positive integer. We shall show that it is the factor x + y 
which contains p to the higher power. Suppose that x + y 
contains the factor p to the z/th power, and let us write 

x+y = p't, 

where / is prime to p. From this we have 

X'' = {-y+p''t)''= -y2' + ^ ' '+i/yP-i-^^/"+l/2-yP-2 + . .; 
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whence 

where I is an integer. Now, in the case under consideration, 
y is prime to p, since by hypothesis, y is prime to z and z is 
divisible by p. Hence, x ' + y ' is divisible by p""^^, but by 
no higher power of p. Therefore (x^+y' ')/(x+y) is divisible 
by p but not by p'^- Thence it follows that the first and second 
factors in the first member of (3) contain p^^~'^ and p respect
ively. Therefore, we have relations of the form 

x'+y' 
x+y = p *̂ -v, x+y 

--pv^, z=—puv, (6) 

, bis\ 

where ^ is a suitably chosen positive integer. 
We can now readily prove the following theorems: 
I. If an equation of the form 

x^+y^+z ' = o, (2' 

in which p is an odd prime, is satisfied by integers x, y, 2, which 
are prime each to each and to p and are all different from zero, 
then integers MI, M2, M3, vi, V2, V3, prime to p, exist such that 

x + y 
X= —U2V2, 

y=—U3V3; 

x-\-y = ui'. --vi" -UlVi, 

U2'^ y+z 
Z-\-X = U3 

whence it follows that 

(7) 

X = i(Mi'-M2' + M3''), 

y = i ( M / + M2'-M3^), (8) 

2=^(-Mi''+M2^-|-M3^)- , 

I I . / / an equation of the form 

x^+y^+z^^o, (2"^) 

m which p is an odd prime, is satisfied by integers x, y, 2, which 
are prime each to each, and if 2 is divisible by p, then integers 
Ml, M2, M3, Vi, V2, V3, prime to p, and a positive integer k, exist 
such that 

X-\-y = p' 

y+2 = M2'', 

Z+X = M3̂ , 

"''-W, x-\-y 
= pvi\ 2 = 

x = 
y = 

-p^UiVi, 

— U2V2, 

— U3V3; 

(9) 
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whence it follows that 

X = W-'UI^-U2^ + U3''), 
y-W-^ui'\u.J-u3^), 

Z = K-i' ' '" 'Ml'+W2''+M3^). J 

(lO) 

To prove these theorems it is sufficient to show that formulse 
(7) and (9) are true. The equations in the first Une in (9) 
are equivalent to those in (6). The equations in the other 
two lines in (9) and in all three lines in (7) are essentially 
equivalent to those in (5), the only difference being in the 
interchange of the roles of x, y, 2. This interchange is legit
imate, since x, y, z enter symmetrically into Eq. (2 ^'•^). 

The formulse contained in these theorems were given by 
Legendre {Mem. Acad. d. Sciences, Institut de France, 1823 
[1827], p. i ) . They are also to be found in a letter of Abel's 
to Hohnboe and pubUshed in Abel's (Euvres, Vol. II, pp. 254-

255-
In the second theorem above we have said nothing con

cerning the character of the integer k except that it is positive. 
We shall now show that it is greater than i, whence it will 
follow that 2 is divisible by p"^ From formulse (9) we have 

M2''-l-M3̂  = x + y + 2 2 = omod p. 

From this it follows that M2-I-M3 is divisible by p. Let us write 

M2= —Uz-\-pa. 
Then 

M2'' = — M3' m.od ^2 Q]. M2''+Ms"=o mod ^2 

Thence, by aid of the last formula in (10), we see that 2 is 
divisible by p'^, and hence that k>i. 

We shall show next that the prime factors of vi in both 
theorems are of the form 2hp^-\-i, where h is a positive integer. 
Let g be a prime factor of Vi. Then in either case we have 

!;i=o, 2=0, y=M2^ x^Ms'', :J:;''+y''=M2^'-f-M3^''=oinod5' (11) 
Let a he an integer such that Msa^imod^' . Then the last 
congruence in (11) gives rise to the following: 

(M2a)^'-l-i = 0 mod g. 
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From this relation we see that 

(M2a)2'"=i, M2a^i, (M2a)''^i mod g-. (12) 

Let m be the exponent to which M2a belongs modulo q. 
(See Carmichael, I. c, pp. 61-63.) From relations (12) it 
foUows that OT is a divisor of 2̂ 2̂  ^^t is different from i and p. 
Hence m must have one of the values, 2, 2p, p'^, 2p'^. We shall 
show that it cannot have the value 2 or the value 2p, and hence 
that m = p^ or m = 2^2 

Suppose that OT = 2. Then M2a= — i mod q. This, together 
with the relation M3a=i modg', yields the congruence M2H-M3 = 

o mod q; whence x + y = o mod q. But this is impossible, since 
vi is prime to x + y and g is a factor of vi. Hence OT?^2. 

Next suppose that m = 2p. Then, in view of the last re
lation in (12), we see that (M2a)*'= — i mod g. But (M3a)'=i 
modg. Hence M2̂ -!-M3̂  = omod g; whence x + y = o m o d g . 
Since the last relation is impossible, it follows that m7^2p. 

Then m = p'^ or m=2p'^ In either case g—i is divisible 
by p"^, and hence by 2^2 since g obviously is odd. Therefore 
g is of the form 2hp^-^i, as was to be proved. 

In the case of theorem I we see by symmetry that the 
prime factors of V2 and V3 are also of the form 2hp^-{-i. 

In the case of theorem I I it may be shown similarly that 
the prime factors of V2 and V3 are of the form 2hp-\-i. I t is 
sufficient to treat one of the numbers, say 112. Then we have 

y + 2 ^ = 0 mod g, 

where g is a prime factor of V2 and is hence prime to y and 2. 
This relation may be treated in the same manner as the last 
relation in (11) was treated above, and with the result already 
stated. The reader can readily supply the argument. 

Among the methods which conceivably might be used 
separately for the proof of the Fermat theorem are the fol
lowing: Assume that Eq. (2) is satisfied and find a set of con
tradictory properties of x, y, z; assume that Eq. (2) is sat
isfied and find a set of contradictory properties of p. (These 
two methods might clearly be included in the more general 
one in which contradictory properties of x, y, 2, p would be 
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obtained.) Theorems I and II above give properties of x, 
y, 2; they may be thought of in connection with the first 
method of proof just mentioned. We shall now derive some 
properties of p which are necessary if (2) is to be satisfied; 
the results so obtained may be thought of in connection with 
the second method of proof just mentioned. 

Let us suppose that Eq. (2) has solutions in integers x, 
y, 2 which are prime to each other and to p. "Let g be a prune 
number of the form 2hp + i. Suppose first that g is not a 
factor of any one of the numbers x, y, z. Then from Eq. (2) we 
have 

x ' + y ^ + z ^ ^ o m o d g . (13) 

Let zi be a number such that zzi = i mod g. Then we have 

{xziY + r = {-yzi)'' mod q, 

a relation which we shall write in the form 

s^'^i^f-modq. (14) 

Raising each member of this congruence to the 2^th power 
and simplifying by means of the relations 

s'"'"^!, f^'^imodq, (15) 
we have 

2 « \ (2ft-I)p I / 2 « \ (271-2)2) + . . + ( J5^+ i=omodg , (160) 

the parentheses quantities being binomial coefficients. Multi
plying this congruence through repeatedly by s'^ and simpUfying 
by means of the first relation in (15), we have 

2A\ ( 2 . - l , p ^ / 2 M (2.-2,.^_ + I . , P + / 2 ^ A ^ j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

S2n-i,.^l^hy,,_,,,_^_ . + (^^^) . '+(^^^)^omod q, 
(166) 

I t is clear that the existence of congruences (16) impUes that 

Z*27. = 0 m o d g , (17) 
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where D2n denotes the determinant 

'2h\ l2h 

93 

D2n = 

I 

' 2h 

2 A 

2h—i 

2]I 

2h—2 ) ( "^ 
I \2h-: 

We may look on (14) and (17) as giving necessary properties' 
of g when no one of the mmibers x, y, z is divisible by g. 

Let us next suppose that g is a factor of one of the numbers 
X, y, z; say that it is a factor of z. Then from Eq. (8) we 
have 

( -Mi ) '+M2 ' '+M3 ' = o m o d g . (18) 

Now, g is a factor of MI or of vi, since it is a factor of z. Sup
pose that g is a factor of vi. Then it is not a factor of —ui, 
M2, or M3. Therefore congruence (18) may be used just as (13) 
was employed above to derive a necessary relation of the form 
(14) and thence the necessary relation (17). Suppose next that 
g is a factor of ui. Then (18) becomes 

M2 +M3* 
whence 

M2' = M3 

= 0 mod g; 

'^ mod g. (19) 

Now, by means of Eqs. (2) and (8) and the polynomial 
theorem we see that 

( M / - -M2^+M3'')^=(Mi^+M2^+Ma')^-(Ml''+M2^-M3'')^ 

- ( M I ^ - M 2 ^ + M 3 ' ' ) ' - ( - M I ^ + M 2 ^ + M 3 ' ' ) ^ 

2 •Mi"^M2^'M3-^^(l - ( - l ) " - ( - I ) ^ - ( - I ) ^ ) , (20) 
al;e!7! 

where the summation is taken over aU non-negative numbers 
a, /S, 7 for which a+jS+y =_^. Of the numbers a, /3, 7 in a given 
set, either one is odd or three are odd, since their sum is the 
odd number p. For a set in which only one of them is odd 
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the parenthesis expression in (20) vanishes. Hence from (20) 
we have the relation 

( M / + M2^+M3'')^ 

^4pUl'U2Vy], ^ , .,/^~'l,' _̂  .Mi^^W-^S^-", (21) 
''^w (2X + 1) !(2/i + i) !(2!'+i)! 

where the summation is taken over all non-negative numbers 
X, p, V for which X+/i+i ' = | ( ^ —3). Hence we may write 

MI^+M2' '+M3^ = 2PU1U2U3P, 

V T x , / ^ ~ ^ l \ . -Mi'''^M2''"'M3"'' = 2^-^*^-lp^ (22) 
•^(2X+l) ! (2M+l) ! (2 j '+ l ) ! ^ ^ ̂  

For the case under consideration MI is a multiple of g whUe 
from (19) we see that 

Hence from (22) we have 

„ (p-3)2,y^ ^ (P-^) ! 2^-2pp-lpp ^ 
Z^(2,u + i)!(2j '+i)! -̂  ^' 

since g is a factor of every term in the first member of (21) 
for which Xj^o. Here the summation is for all non-negative 
values of p and v for which p + v = ̂ {p — 3). Now the sum 
indicated by 2 in the last congruence has the value 2^"^^ a,s 
one sees readily by expanding (i + i)''"^ and (i —i)^"'^ by 
the binomial theorem and taking half their difference. Hence 

U2^p-3)i' = pP-ipp^Q^q_ 

From this it follows that P is not divisible by g. Moreover, 
taking the 2Ath power of each member of the last congruence 
we have 

I = / ' " " - " modg; 
or, 

p^" = I mod g. 

This is a necessary condition on g in the case now under con
sideration. 

Gathering together the last result and those associated 
with relations (14) and (17) we have the following theorem: 
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III . / / p is an odd prime number having the property that 
a prime number q exists, g=2A^ + i, such that p^''—i is not 
divisible by q and either 

D2n^o mod q, 

where D^n denotes the determinant introduced in Eq. (17)', or 
the congruence 

5 ^ + 1 = ^ modg, 

has no solution in integers s and t which are prime to q; then 
the equation xF-^y^-\-z^ = 0 cannot be satisfi-ed by integers x, y, 
2, which are prime to p. 

Next let us suppose that Eq. (2) has a solution in integers 
X, y, 2 which are prime each to each, one of them being divisible 
by p. We shall suppose that it is 2 which is divisible by p. 
In this case we shaU need to employ the relations in theorem 
II. Replacing Eq. (21), we shaU now have another, obtained 
in a similar manner; namely: 

(/^-^Mi^ + M2̂  + M3 )̂̂  

= 4**^ ' 'MI^M2^M3^V7 , , / ^ \ ^ ' ^/'2' '<*^-"MI2^^M22^^M3 
Zw(2X-|-l)!(2u-|- l)!(2! '4-l)! 

whence we may write 

/ ^ - ' M i ' ' + M2^-f Ms' = 2/M1M2M3 • P, 

y r\ ^ , / ^ ~ ' ^ L ^ *2X(*.-1) . ^^2-Kp^^2,p^^2.p ^ ^v-2pv ( ) 
^iW (2X+1) !(2//-|-l) !(2j '+l) ! 

We shaU presently have need for the last relation. 
Again, let g be a prime number of the form 2hp-[-i. If 

we suppose that g is not a factor of any one of the numbers 
X, y, 2, we shall be led as before to relations (14) and (17). 
We shall therefore direct our attention to the other case, namely, 
that in which g is a factor of one of the numbers x, y, z. 

Suppose that g is a factor of x. Then from (10) we have 

/ ' ' - ' M / - M 2 ^ + M 3 ' = O mod g. (24) 

Now, g is a factor of M2 or of V2, since it is a factor of x. First 
suppose that it is a factor of V2. Then it is prime to MI, M2, 
M3. Let M be chosen so that ^ ^ ~ ' ' M I M = I mod g and multi-
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ply both members of congruence (24) by M" A relation is 
obtained which may be written in the form 

^p-i = s^+f modg, (25) 

where 5 and t are prime to g. This congruence may now be 
employed in the way in which (14) was used in the preceding 
argument. A set of congruences modulo g, 2A in number, 
may be found in the foUowing manner: The first arises from 
(25) by raising each member to the 2^th power and simpli
fying by means of relations (15). The others come from 
this one by repeated multipUcation by 5"^'^"""" and reduction 
by means of (15). The existence of these 2h congruences 
impUes that 

where 
/Ngj^omodg , (26) 

Aoft = 

2}i\ / 2 A / 2A 
1 / \ 2 / \ 2 A — I 

2_^27>(j , - l ) 

2/A /2h\ 2_p2HP-l) /2h 

2 — p ,271(5-1) 2h\ I 2h \ I 2h 
2h—2 \2h—l 

Next let us suppose that g is a factor of M2. Then from 
(24) we have readUy 

U3''^p'-"'''-'Wmodq. 

Employing (23) now as we did (22) in the previous case, we 

have 

Raising each member of this congruence to the 2^th power 
and simpUfying, we have 

/ " ^ i m o d g . 

This, in connection with the relation p^''^=iinodq, leads to 
the congruence 

/ ' ' = i modg, 

provided that p is greater than 3. 
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I t is obvious that in the case in which g is a factor of y, 
we should be led to the same relations as those just obtained 
when g is a factor of x. 

Finally, let us suppose that g is a factor of z. Then from 
(ID) we have 

-p'"'-\ii''+U2''+U3''^o mod g. 

Now, g is a factor of MI or of vi, since it is a factor of z. If 
we suppose that g is a factor of vi, we shall be led as before to 
relation (26). If we suppose that g is a factor of MI, then from 
(9) we have x + y = o mod g. 

Gathering together the results just deduced and those in 
theorem III , we have the following theorem: 

IV. / / there exists a prime number g, q = 2hp-\-i, which is 
not a factor of any of the numbers 

Din, ^27., / ' ' " - I , 
and if the equation 

x''+y''+2^ = o 

is satisfied by integers x, y, z, which are prime each to each, then 
one of these integers {say z) and the sum of the other two {say 
x+y) are both divisible by q. 

We shall give one other theorem which may be demon
strated by elementary means; namely, the following: 

V If p is an odd prime and the equation 

x' '+y' '+z^ = o, {2^'^) 

has a solution in integers x, y, z, each of which is prime to p, 
then there exists a positive integer s, less than ^{p — r), such that 

( 5 + 1)^ = 5'' + 1 mod ^3 (28) 

From Eq. (7) we have 

{x+yy-^^Ui'^^-'-'^imodp'^ 

This relation and two similar ones lead to the following: 

(x+y)' ' = x + y , (y+z)^ = y+2, (z+x)^ = 2+x modi72. (29) 

Now, 
x-\-y= —2 mod p; 

whence 
(a;+3,)»'=_2' '=x' '+y' 'mod^2, (30) 
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Similarly, 
(y+2)^=y^+z^ (2+x)^ = z''+x^mod^2_ (21) 

From relations (29), (30), (31) and Eq. (2 ^'^), we have 

x + y + 2 = o mod ^2 
From this we have 

(x+y)^= -z^=x ' '+y ' ' mod p^. 

Let M be an integer such that yM= i mod p^ Then we have 

(XM + I ) ' = (XM)^ + I mod ^3. 

Hence we have the congruence 

(o- + i)^ = <r'- + i m o d ^ ^ (32) 

where cr is a positive integer less than p^ 
We shall next show that congruence (32) implies and is 

impUed by the congruence 

((7 + i) ' ' ' = (r^ '+imod^3 (23) 

Let us define integers X and p by means of the relations 

(<r+l) ' ' = <r + I+Xi7, a'' = ,T-\-pp. 
Then 

(<,+i)^ = ^^+ i + (X-M)i'. (34) 

We have also 

(o-+i)''"=(<r+i)^+Xi>2((r+i)^-imodi)3, 

= ff+i+\p-{-'Kp^modp^. 
Likewise 

rr^'^a+pp-^-pp^ mod p^. 

From the last two congruences we have 

(<T+i)^^ = <r^'+i + (X-M)(./'+i'2) mod p3. (35) 

From (34) and (35) we see that a necessary and sufficient 
condition for either (32) or (33) is that \ — p = o mod p^ There
fore, (32) and (33) are equivalent; that is, if one of these 
congruences is satisfied for a given value of a, so is the other. 

In view of this result we shall have proved relation (28) 
as soon as we have shown the existence of an integer 5 less than 
i{p—i) and such that 

(5+ i )^ ' ^5 ' ' ' + imod^3 . (36) 
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Let t he that residue of a modulo p for which the absolute 
value is a minimum. Then from (33) we have 

(i! + i)^' = ^^'+i modi's. 

Three cases are possible, (a) We may have i = | ( ^ —i). Then 
(^+1) ^-^=(^ -1)?-^+2''^ mod ^3. 

or 
2^ '= i« '+ imod^3^ 

so that for this case we may take 5 = 1. (6) We may have t 
positive and less than {\{p — T.). In this case we may take 
s = t. (c) We may have t negative and greater than —\{p — r). 
In this case we write s-\-j. = —t; then 

( -5 )^ '=( - . j - i )^ '+ imodi73; 

whence (36) follows readily and then (28). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 

By means of theorem III , Legendre has shown that the 
equation x ^ + y + 2 ' = o cannot be satisfied by integers x, y, z, 
each of which is prime to ^ if ^ < 197. Maillet has shown that 
the same is true if p< 223. Mirimanoff has extended the 
result to every p less than 257. By a further penetrating dis
cussion Dickson {Quart. Journ. Math., vol. 40) has proved 
that the equation is without a solution in integers prime to p 
i f^<6857. 

We shall illustrate the means of obtaining these results 
by proving that the equation x^+y '+z^ = o has no solution in 
integers x, y, z, prime to p if 2p-\-i or 4p-{-i is a prime. For 
this purpose we employ theorem III . 

If 2^ + 1 is a prime, we may take g = 2 ^ + i and h=i. Then 

D2 = 

Now 2^ + 1 is not a factor either of 3 or of p'^ — i = {p—i){p-\-i) 
If 4^ + 1 is a prime, we may take h=2. Then 

4 6 4 1 

1)4 = = -2>-f-
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Now 4^4-1 is not a factor of 3.5^ or of 

P^-T = {p-j){p-\-l){p-'^-l). 

From these results and theorem III , we conclude that the 
equation x '+y ' '+z^ = o has no solution in integers x, y, z, 
prime to p if either 2^+1 or 4^-t-i is a prime; in particular, 
therefore, if 

P = Z, 5, 7, ii> 13, 23, 29, 41, 

§ 22. PRESENT STATE OF KNOWLEDGE CONCERNING THE 

EQUATION x*+y''+2^ = o 

In the present section we shall give a brief statement of 
the more important known facts about the equation 

x^+y''+z' ' = o, ;/7 = odd prime, (i) 

over and above those which we have already mentioned. These 
have not yet been demonstrated by elementary means; and 
therefore a proof .of them would be out of place in this intro
ductory book. 

Cauchy {Comptes Rendus of Paris, Vol. XXV, p. 181; (Euvres, 
(x) 10: 364) states without proof the remarkable theorem 
that if Eq. (i) is satisfied by integers x, y, z which are prime 
to p, then 

i^-^+2''-'+f-^+. +\\{p-iyr^^omodp. 
I t is to Kummer that we owe the most important develop

ment of the theory of Eq. (i). (See references to Rummer's 
work in H. J. S. Smith's Report on the Theory of Numbers 
in Smith's Collected Mathematical Papers, Vol. I, p. 97.) Kum
mer makes use of complex numbers and by aid of them proves 
the following general theorem: 

If _̂  is a prime number which is not a factor of the numerator 
of one of the first ^{p — 3) BernouUi numbers, then Eq. (i) 
has no solution in integers x, y, z, aU of which are different 
from zero. 

In case ^ is a factor of one of the first h{p~'i) BernoulU 
numerators, Kummer finds other properties which it must 
possess. These we shall not state. 
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By means of his general theorem Kummer shows in par
ticular that Eq. (i) is impossible if ^ ^ loo. 

Starting from results due to Kummer, Wieferich (CreUe's 
Journal, Vol. CXXXVI) has shown that if Eq. (i) is satisfied 
by integers prime to p then * 

2 ' '~"^=i m o d ^ 2 . 

Mirimanoff (CreUe's Journal, Vol. CXXXIX) has shown that 
p must in this case also satisfy the relation 

3^~^ = i mod p'^ 

He also derives other relations which are less simple in form. 
Later Furtwangler has proved two theorems from which 

the above criteria of Wieferich and Mirimanoff may be deduced. 
These theorems are as follows: 

If xi, X2, X3 are three integers, different from zero and with
out common divisor, among which subsists the ecjuation 

Xi^ + X2' + X3^ = 0, 

where p is an odd prime, then 
I. Every factor r oixi {i=i, 2, 3) satisfies the congruence 

r'^~^ = i mod ^2^ 
if Xi is prime to p; 

. I I . Every factor r of XiiXi (j, ^ = 1, 2,3) satisfies the 
congruence 

r^~^=i mod^2^ 

if Xj+Xt and Xj—Xt are prime to p. 
By means of relations due to Mirimanoff and Furtwangler, 

Vandiver (Trans. Amer. Math. Soc, Vol. XV) has shown that 
if Eq. (i) has a solution in integers x, y, z, all of which are 
prime to p, then p has the following property: 

(i) If p is of the fonm 3W+1, then either 

2^"^= I mod ^4 or 5^"^ = ! mod ^2^ 

(2) If p is of the form 3M+2, then either 
2^-1 = 1 mod ^4 or ^v-i^^v-i^^^Q^p2_ 

*The smallest prime p for which this relation is satisfied is ^=1093. There 
is no other p less than 2000 satisfying this relation. 
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Vandiver has also recently announced (Bull. Amer. Math. 
Soc, March, 1915) that he has found a relation which impUes 
several of those previously obtained, in particular, those in 
the theorems of Furtwangler above. 

Reference should also be made to two papers by Bern
stein, one by Furtwangler, and one by Hecke in the Gbttinger 
Nachrichten for 1910. 

In conclusion it is to be remarked that the Academy of 
Sciences of Gottingen holds a sum of 100,000 marks which is 
to be awarded as a prize to the person who first presents a 
rigorous proof of Fermat's Last Theorem. The existence of 
this prize money has called forth a large number of pseudo-
solutions of the problem. Unfortunately, the number of 
untrained workers attacking the problem seems to be increas
ing. 

GENERAL EXERCISES 

I.* There do not exist three binary forms which afford a solution of the 
ec|uation a;"+y''=z", n>2, for every pair of values of the variables in those 
forms. (Carlini, 1911.) 

J. If the equation x"-{-y"=z'' is impossible, so is each of the equations 
«2"-4!)"= i^ and s{2s-^i)=^". (Lind, 1910.) 

3. If the equation a;"+j'"=2'' is impossible, so is each of the equations 
ji2'+j,2«^ ^2 ^.^^ „2'»_i,2'»= 2t" (Liouville, 1840.) 

4. If the equation x^-\-y*'=z^ is impossible for every k greater than 2, then 
is the equation M'"»"-|-»'' 'OT''+M'"M''=O impossible for every pair of integers m 
and n, except for the trivial solutions 1,0,0; 0,1,0; 0 ,0 ,1 . (Hurwitz, igoS.) 

S.f Determine systematically a large number of simple equations which 
are impossible when K"-|-y"=z" has no solution. 

6.* If we write 
Si=x-\-y-\-z, Si=xy-\-yz-\-zx, s%=xy%, 

then the condition 

;t^-f-y''+z''=o, (i) 

can be written in the form 

<i>p{.Sl,Si„s}) = 0, (2) 

whUe X, y, z are roots of the cubic equation 

t'—si.l^-'rs4—Si=o. (3) 

Then Eq. (i) can have a rational solution only when all the roots of (3) are 
rational, its coefficients being subject to the concUtion (2). By aid of this remark 
show that (i) is impossible when p=i7. (Mirimanoff, 1909.) 
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7.* If the equation a ; ' + y ' + z ' = o has the primitive solution x,y, z, p being 
an odd prime, and G is the greatest common divisor of x + y + z and x''-\-xy-\-y^, 
then integers / , K, L exist such that 

y^+yz+z^=GI, z''+zx+x''=GK, x'^+xy-\-y'^=GL, 

and all the factors of the numbers I, K, L are of the form 6/i^+i. Show that 
to demonstrate the impossibility of the equation x?'-\-y^-{-z^—o it is sufficient 
to prove that two of the numbers I, K, L are equal or that one of them is unity. 

(Fleck, 1909.) 
8. Show that the equation 3Jt(4»'—j(') = i' is impossible in integers it, 11, i, 

all of which are different from zero. 

9.t Note that when p is an odd prime the equation 

with the condition that x, y, z are prime to p, implies the three Pythagorean 
equations 

^2_|_j,2=2i2, xi^-\-y^=z^, a:^+yi^=z*. 

What numbers x, y, z can satisfy these three equations? 

10. Show that the equation ir^^-\-y ^=z ^, in which ^ is a prime number, 
implies the coexistence of two equations of the form 

a''+b^=c^, h'^+(?'=dP. 

II .* Investigate the problem of solving the equation o?-^y^=p^, where 
p is an odd prime. (Hayashi, 1911.) 

12.* Investigate the problem of solving the equation oP-\-y^=cz^, where 
p is an odd prime. (Maillet, 1901.) 

13.* Prove that neither of the equations i^= (z^-i-y^)^— (zyy, t^= (z^—y )̂̂ — {zyy 
possesses an integral solution. By means of this result prove the impossibihty 
of each of the equations 

u''-\-v^=w^, j(H'+!)i''='Kiio. (Kapferer, 1913.) 



CHAPTER VI 

THE METHOD OF EUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS 

§ 23. INTRODUCTION. RATIONAL SOLUTIONS OF A CERTAIN 

FUNCTIONAL EQUATION 

THERE is a method which will sometimes be found useful 
in the theory of Diophantine analysis and which we have 
had no occasion to employ in the preceding pages. I t may 
conveniently be described as the method of functional equa
tions. I t consists essentially in the use of rational solutions 
of functional equations as an aid in solving Diophantine problems 
of a certain type, a type in fact which plays an important role 
in the work of Diophantus. In this chapter we shaU give a 
brief illustration of the method by employing it in the solution 
of certain problems first treated by Diophantus and Fermat. 

I t should be said that the principal value of this method 
Ues not so much in its use for the solution of given problems 
as in the fact that it renders possible an arrangement of cer
tain problems in an order m which they may profitably be 
investigated. A treatment of these problems from this point 
of view seems not to exist in the hterature. The primary 
purpose of this chapter is to direct attention to the possibU-
ities of this general method of functional equations and to 
give an indication of how it may be employed. A general 
systematic development of the method is not attempted. 

Diophantus more than once makes use of the identity 

a2(a + i)2+a2 + (a+i )2=(( j2+a+i)2 

in the solution of problems. This identity may be looked 
upon as affording a solution of the functional equation 

aHa^-{-a^-\-Ua^^Vc?, (i) 
104 
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in which Ma and Va are to be determined as rational functions 
of a. I t is clear that this equation may be written in the form 

( a 2 + l ) ( M . 2 + l ) = » , 2 + j _ (2) 

The first member may be written as a sum of two squares, 
thus 

{a^ + i){ua^ + r) = {aua±i)'' + {ua^a)^ (3) 

The second member may be written as a sum of two squares 
in a great variety of ways. Thus, if we write 

^ a 2 + I = {Va + Xa)^+{l +m„Xa)^, (4) 
we have 

2VaXa -}- X^ + 2OTaXa + m^X^ = O. 

Besides the solution Xa = o of this equation, we have 

_ 2(OTg+fa) 

mâ  + i 
Thence we see that 

From (3) and (5) we see that (2) will be satisfied if 

2(OTg+g<.) \ 
aUa±J=Va „ , , 

OTa^ + I 

_ 2ma{ma-\-Va) 

^ + 1 

(6) 

I t is obvious that these two equations may be solved rationally 
for Ua and Va in terms of ma, so that we have a rational solu
tion of (2), and hence of (i), for every rational function Wa. 
This solution may be written in the following form: 

, 2 2OTa f , (a2 + l ) ( m a r t 1)2 
Mo = ± a —iH ^-; 7r~,—i —a± 

Va= —azh 

I ma + I t ma + 2ama — I 

(ffl2 + i ) ( m „ ± l ) 2 
(7) 

' + 2aOTo — I 

To the solution of (i) afforded by (7) we should adjoin those 
gotten by taking Xa = o in (4), namely: 

2 2 
M o = ± a + i , Va = a±{a^-]ri), Ua = -, Va = a-\—. 

a a 
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We write down some simple particular solutions for which 
we shall have use in § 25. 

I 2 „ 

Mo = a + i , - , 2a2 
a 

Va = a'+a+r, a+-, a(2a2+i), I (8) 
a 

Ma = 4a^+4a2+3a+i , 
»a = 4a4+4a3 + 2a2+3a+i . 

§ 24. SOLUTION OF A CERTAIN PROBLEM FROM DIOPHANTUS 

In Book V of his Arithmetica Diophantus proposes and shows 
how to solve the foUowing problem: 

To find three squares such that the product of any two of them, 
added to the sum of those two or to the remaining one, gives a square. 

If we denote one of these squares by a^ it will be conven
ient to take Ma2 for a second one, where Ua is one of the functions 
denoted by this symbol in the preceding section. For this 
purpose Diophantus uses Ma = a + i . He then observes that 
the three numbers, 

a2, (ffl+i)2, 4^2+4^+4, (i) 

have the property that the product of any two of them, added 
to the sum of those two or to the remaining one, gives a square. 
This may readily be verified by the reader. Then to complete 
the solution of the problem it is sufficient to render 402+4^+4, 
and hence a2+a + i, equal to a square. Setting, as usual, 

a 2 + a + i = (OT —a)2, 
we have 

OT2 —I . ^ 
« = ;—; (2) 

2OT + I ^ ' 

where m is any rational number whatever. If this value of 
a is set in expressions (i) we have the three squares sought. 

Fermat has shown that this result * of Diophantus may be 
employed in the solution of the following problem: 

* I t may be remarked that the result of the next section may also be used 
for the same purpose. 
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To find four numbers such that the product of any two of them 
added to the smn of those two gives a square. 

For three of the numbers sought take a set of numbers (i) 
where a has the form given in (2). Following Fermat, we 
shall take the particular set given by Diophantus, namely: 

£5 64 196 
9 ' 9 ' 9 ' 

This is obtained by taking OT=—2 in equation (4). Let x he 
the fourth number sought. Then it is necessary and suffi
cient that X satisfy the conditions * 

3 4 ^ + ^ = • , nx+^A=u, ^ x + ^ = n ; 
9 9 9 9 9 9 

or more simply the conditions 

3 4 x + 2 5 = n , 7 3 X + 6 4 = n , 2 0 5 x + i 9 6 = n . (3) 

This is an example of the so-called triple equation of Fermat. 
We shall find a solution by the method originated by Fermat. 
Replace x by a function of t in such way that the first equation 
in (3) shall be satisfied. For this purpose it is sufficient to 
take 

x = 34i2 + ioi. 

Then the other two equations in (3) become 

2482^2 + ^^20^-1-64=0, 14,965^2 + 2050^+196 = 0 . (4) 
We have to determine t so as to satisfy these equations, an 
example of the so-called double equation of Fermat. 

The interesting method of Fermat enables one to find an 
indefinitely great number of solutions of system (4). Multi
plying the first equation through by 196 and the second by 64, 
we have two new equations of the same form as (4) with the 
further condition that the independent terms in the first mem
bers are equal. These equations are 

486,472i2 + i43,o8o;{+i2,544= D, 

957,760^2 + 1 3 1 , 2 0 0 ^ + 1 2 , 5 4 4 = D , ' ' 

* The symbol D stands for a square number with whose value we are not 
concerned. I t may differ from one equation to another. 
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The difference of the two first members is 471,288^2 — 11 
We may separate this into two factors, thus: 

i4£5,./4,398,688^_^ \_ ^̂ ^ 
28 \ 475 

The separation is effected in such way that the independent 
term in the second factor is twice the square root of the inde
pendent term 12,544 in Eqs. (5). Now, if half the sum of 
the two factors in (6) is squared and the result equated to the 
first member of the second equation in (5), it is obvious that a 
rational value of t will be obtained satisfying that equation. 
I t is clear that this value will then also satisfy the other equa
tion in (5). This value of t affords a value of x, the fourth 
number in the set to be determined. 

Eqs. (4) have not merely a single solution, but an infinite 
number. These may be found one after the other as follows: 
Let ti be a value of t satisfying Eqs. (4) and write if = M+ii. 
Putting this value of t in (4), we obtain a pair of equations in 
M of the same form as (4). These can be solved by the method 
just given for solving (4). We thus obtain a single solution 
M = Mi of these equations. Then t = ui-\-ti is a solution of (4). 
By the aid of this solution of (4) another may be obtained; 
and so on indefinitely. 

By means of each solution of (4) we obtain a new value of 
X affording a solution of the problem proposed. 

I t should be observed that the method of solving Eqs. (4), 
and hence that of solving Eqs. (3), is general, being apphcable 
to all equations of the types (3) and (4). 

§ 25. SOLUTION OF A CERTAIN PROBLEM D U E TO. FERMAT 

Fermat has given attention to the following problem: 
To find three squares such that the product of any two of 

them, added to the sum of those two, gives a square. 
He has indicated that this problem is capable of a solu

tion different from that which is incidental to the solution 
given by Diophantus for the first problem treated in the pre-
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ceding section; but he gives no hint as to the method which 
he employs. He says, however, that it leads to an indefinitely 
great number of solutions. Making use of the solutions of 
the functional equation treated in § 23, we shall now give 
two methods for solving this problem with such result. 

Let Ua and Wa be two rational functions of the rational 
number a such that 

a'^Ua^ + a'^+Ua^= n . 
( i ) 

a-Wa"+a" -\-Wa-' = n . 

Then if we take a"^, Ua^, w^ for the three squares sought, we 
have to determine a so as to satisfy the single equation 

Ua-Wa^-^Ua^ +Wa^ = D . ( 2 ) 

For determining appropriate functions Ua and Wa we have the 
results of § 23. 

Let us take 
I 2 

Ua = a-\-l, Wa=-

a 
Then (2) becomes 

( a+ i )2 / ^ )%( (z+ i )2 + / ^ y = n , 

or 
a^ + 2a^ + Sa^+8a + 8 = n. 

By means of the general method of § 17 in Chapter IV, it is 
possible to find an infinite number of values of a satisfying 
this equation. For every such value of a the three numbers 
a^, (a+i)2, 4/^2 furnish a solution of our problem. 

We may also proceed as follows: Denoting the square 
in the second member of (2) by ta^, we may write that equation 
in the form 

{Ua^+l){Wa^+r)=ta^ + l . 

The second member may be separated into a sum of two squares 
as in Eq. (5) of § 23. Thus we have an equation of the form 

. „ , w 2 , s I, 2(Wa+^a)|2 J 2Ma(Wa + /s)] 
(M.2+l)(^.2 + ,) = j , „ _ _ _ _ j +[^-^^J^^\ 

2 

file://-/-Wa-'
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where na is an arbi t rary rational function of a. This equation 

wiU be satisfied if 
2{na-\-ta) 

UaWa-\-l=ta — 

•lVa=I — 

««2 + I ' 

2na{na+ta) 
M„2+i 

These equations m a y be solved rationally for Wa and ta 

in terms of Wo and Ma. Thus , we have for Wa the value 

_(Mg-l)(Ws4—l)+2Wa(Wa^ + Wa2 + Wg + l ) . . 

{na^-\-l){na^ — 2naUa—l) 

With this value of Wa, Eq . (2) will be satisfied whatever 

rat ional functions MO and Ua m a y be. If MO is given any value 

such as those in Eqs . (7) and (8) of § 23, the first equation 

in ( i ) is satisfied. I t is then sufficient to determine a so tha t 

the second equation in ( i ) is satisfied. Then for this value 

of a the squares a^, U(?, w^ furnish a solution of our problem. 

As an illustration of this result let us take 

Ma = a + I , Wo=I. 
Then 

2 
Wa= \ , 

(X+I 
SO tha t the condition on a m a y be wri t ten 

j2 

( a + i ) 2 ' "" ' ( a + i ) 2 
"" f a ^ + 7 - ^ = n ; 

or 
^4+20^ + 5̂ 2 + 4= n. 

An unhmited number of values of a m a y be found satisfying 
this equation (see § 17). We m a y get one of them by taking 
for the square in the second member the quan t i ty 

2 + ^ a 2 ' ^ 

and proceeding according to the methods of § 17 in Chapter 

IV. Thus , we have a = 32/9 . Then our three squares are 

1024 1681 324 
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GENERAL EXERCISES 

i.f Determine all the polynomial solutions of the functional equation 

aHia'^-\-a'^-\-Ua''= till-. 

Apply the result to the solution of a group of Diophantine problems. 

2.t Investigate the problem of finding three squares such that the product 
of any two of them exceeds the sum of those two by a square. , 

3.t Obtain a solution of the system of equations 

Wilia;—!=•, HsWi—i=n, Wi2(s—i=n, 

in which Ux, Vx, ivx are unknown rational functions of x. Apply the result to the 
solution of problems in Diophantine analysis. (Cf. Diophantus, Book IV, 
Problem 24.) 

SUGGESTION.—The given equations may be written in the form 

«a;%=Pa:^+i, %i»i=o-i^-fi, K ' I ! < I = T / + I . (i) 

Then if equations of the form 

Ux=ax''-{-bx', i>x= Cx'-\-dx', 'Wx—eJ-Vi:^ (2) 

are assumed and substitution is made in system (i), certain of the functions 
introduced in Eq. (2) may be determined in terms of the others. A rational 
solution of the given system of equations is thus obtained. This process is also 
capable of generahzation in accordance with the suggestion afforded by Eq. (s) 
of § 23. 

4.f Treat the corresponding problems for the system of functional equations 

« x ! ' i + i = D , ! ' i ie)2+i=n, WxUx+i=n. 

(Cf. Diophantus, Book IV, Problem 23.) 

5.t Find rational functions tix, Vx, w^such that the continued product of their 
squares increased by the square of each one of them separately shall be the 
square of a rational function of x. Apply the result to problems in Diophantine 
analysis. (Cf. Diophantus, Book V, Problem 24.) 

6.t Find rational functions Ux, Vx, Wx such that the continued product of 
their squares decreased by the square of each one of them separately shall be 
the square of a rational function of x. Apply the result to problems in Diophantine 
analysis. (Cf. Diophantus, Book V, Problem 25.) 
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1. Show how to find four numbers such that if one takes the square of their 
sum plus or minus any one singly, then all the eight resulting numbers are squares. 

(Diophantus.) 
2. Show how to find three numbers whose sum is a square, such that the 

sum of the square of each and the succeeding number is a square. 
(Diophantus.) 

3. Show how to find two numbers such that their product plus or minus 
their sum is a cube. (Diophantus.) 

4. Show how to find three numbers such that the square of any one of them 
plus or minus the sum of the three is a square. (Diophantus; Hart, 1876.) 

5. Show how to find three numbers such that the product of any two of 
them plus or mimis the sum of the three is a square. (Diophantus.) 

6. Show how to find four numbers such that the product of each two of them 
increased by unity shall be the same square. (Diophantus; Lucas, 1880.) 

7.* Show how to find five numbers such that the product of each two of 
them increased by unity shall be a square. (Euler, Legendre.) 

8.* Obtain the general solution of the Diophantine system y=x^-{-(x-i-iy, 
y^=z-+(z+i)^. Generalize the results by treating also the system y= x'^-\-t{x-\-oLy, 
y^=z^+i{z+py. (Jonquieres, 1878.) 

9.'" Develop a theory of the Diophantine system x=ny'^-\-i, a:^=z^+(z+i)^. 
(Gerono, 1878.) 

10. Obtain a single-parameter solution of the system a;^+y^—i=u^, 
a:=—/—i=j)2. (Arch. Math. Phys., 1854.) 

II.* Obtain the general solution of the Diophantine equation 

y'^=x{x-\-i){2x-{-i). (Pepin, 1879.) 
12. Apply the identity 

{s'^-2St-t^Y-\-{2S+l)sH{2t+2sY={s'^-\-t'^+10tV-\-4St^ + T.2sHy 

to the resolution of certain Diophantine equations. (Desboves, 1878.) 
13. Find aU the integral solutions of the equation {x-{-if=x^'^^-\-i. 

(Meyl, 1876.) 
14. Develop methods for finding solutions of the Diophantine equation 

2a;y-|-i=a;^-f-y2-|~z-. (Valroff, 1912.) 

15. Develop methods for obtaining solutions of the Diophantine system 

x=u'^, x-\-i=2v'^, 2x-\-i = 2w'. (Gerono, 1878.) 

16. Determine those Pythagorean triangles for each of which the sum of 
the area and either of the legs is a square. (Diophantus.*) 

17. Determine those Pythagorean triangles for each of which the area exceeds 
.either leg by a square. (Diophantus.*) 

112 
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18. Determine those Pythagorean triangles for each of which the area exceeds 
the hypotenuse or one leg by a square. (Diophantus.*) 

19. Determine those Pjfthagorean triangles for each of which the sum of 
the area and e.'ther the hypotenuse or one leg is a square. (Diophantus.*) 

20 Determine those Pythagorean triangles for each of which the line bisect
ing an acute angle is rational. (Diophantus.*) 

21. Determine those Ps^thagorean triangles for each of which the sum of 
the area and the hypotenuse is a square and the perimeter is a cube. 

(Diophantus.*) 
22. Determine those Pythagorean triangles for each of which the sum of 

the area and the h}T)otenuse is a cube and the perimeter is a square. 
(Diophantus.*) 

23. Determine those Pythagorean triangles for each of which the sum of 
the area and one side is a square and the perimeter is a cube. (Diophantus.*) 

24. Determine those Pythagorean triangles for each of which the sum of 
the area and one side is a cube and the perimeter is a square. (Diophantus.*) 

25. Determine those Pythagorean triangles for each of which the perimeter 
is a square and the area is a cube. (Diophantus.*) 

26. Determine those Pythagorean triangles for each of which the perimeter 
is a cube and the smn of the perimeter and area is a square. (Diophantus.*) 

27. Give a method of finding an infinite number of solutions of each of the 
equations a;'+y^=tt^+z)^; a;̂ ""̂  -Fy "* =u'-\-v^, m>i. 

(Aubry, Miot, 1912.) 
28. If a Diophantine equation can be separated into two members each of 

which is homogeneous and the numbers representing the degrees of the two 
members are relatively prime, show how solutions may always be obtained in 
an easy manner. By means of special examples show that this method may often 
be used to obtain results which are not trivial in character. 

29. Find three squares in arithmetical progression such that the square root 
of each of them is less than a square by unity. (Evans and Martin, 1873.) 

30. Obtain aU the integral solutions of the equation x^=y''. 

31. Determine all the positive integral solutions of the equation 

i^x^—y^=2X^yz^. (Swinden, 1912.) 

32. Show that the system xy+x-^y=a^, xy—x—y=b^ is impossible in 
integers x, y, a, b all of which are different from zero. (Aubry, 1911.) 

33.* Obtain the general rational solution of the system of equations 

o«^+6=«^, cx^-{-d=t'''. (Welmin, 1912.) 

34.* Show that the equation «""+!)"= TO in which m, n, k are positive integers 
possesses an algebraic solution u, 0, w each function of which is expressible as 

* In the case of Problems 16 to 26 Diophantus shows merely how to find 
particular rational solutions. It is doubtless difficult to find general solutions 
of some of these problems; but particular solutions may be found without great 
difficulty. 
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a polynomial in the single variable t in each of the following cases and only in 
these: 

(1) u"^+!)•'= W\ 

(2) u^-\-v^='di , 

(3) u^-\-v^=w^, 

(4) «''+»3=te,2, 

(5) M«-1-»2=TO^ 

(6) u^-\-v^=iv^. (Welmin, 1904.) 

35.* Obtain all the solutions of the equation 

m arctan —\-n arctan - = A -
X y 4 

in integers k, m, n, ^, y, showing that there "are but the following four sets: 
I, I, I, 2, 3; I, 2, —I, 2, 7; I, 2, I, 3, 7; I, 4, —I, s, 2.39. (Stormer, 1859.) 

36.* Develop the theory of the equation ax" -'rby" =czP, p being a prime 
number. (Maillet, 1898.) 

37.* Develop the theory of the equation ax'"-f-6y"'=cz". (Desboves, 1879.) 

38. Of each of the following equations find a solution involving two or more 
parameters: 

»'4-y'-l-z'= 2<', 

«'+y^+z'+M'= 3<', 

x^-Vy^+z^-k-u^=ki'^, 

a:'-|-2y^-f-3s'=i', 

^3+2y^'"+3Z='"=/3. 

(Carmichael, 1913.) 
39. Show how to find r rational numbers such that if a given number is added 

to their sum or to the sum of any r— i of them the results shall all be squares. 
(Holm, Cunningham, Wallis, 1906.) 

40. Find several cubes such that the sum of the divisors of each is a square. 
(Fermat.) 

41. Find several squares such that the sum of the divisors of each is a cube. 
(Fermat.) 

42. Prove that 25 is the only square wliich is 2 less than a cube. Prove that 
4 and 121 are the only squares each of which is four less than a cube. (Fermat.) 

43. Show how to determine an unhmited number of Pythagorean triangles 
having the same area. (Fermat.) 

44. Prove that the number 2{x'''-\-xy-\-y'^') cannot be a square when x and 
y are rational. (Fermat.) 

45. Prove that the equation x^—2=OT(y^+2) has no solution in positive 
integers m, x, y. (Fermat.) 

46.* Prove that the equation 2x^-1= (2y'—iy has the unique solution 
»=S, y = 2 . (Fermat; Pepin, 1884.) 
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47. Obtain solutions of the system .'c-|-y=w^, .-c'-|-y'=D^. (Euler.) 

48. Find six fifth-power numbers whose sum is a fifth power. (Martin, 1898.) 

49. Find a sum of sixth-power numbers whose sum is a sixth power. 
(Martin, 1912.) 

50. t Find a set of powers of higher degree than the sixth such that their 
sum is a power of the same degree. (Compare papers referred to in § 20.) 

51. Solve each of the Diophantine equations xy—z{x-\-y), z''{x'^-\-y'^) = {xyy. 
(Mathesis (4) 3: 119.) 

52. Obtain a solution of the Diophantine system x'^-\-y''-{-z^= u^, x^-{-y^-{-z^= v^. 
(Martin and Davis, 1898.) 

53. Apply the following identities to the solution of Diophantine equations: 

(a5-6s)8+(a2+62)s+(2o6)8=2(aS+i4B4Ji+68)2, 

x^+y«+(,x'-zty^y=2{x*±xY-+y'y-

(Barisien, Visschers, 1911.) 
54.* Obtain the general solution of the equation 

Xi^-\-xi'^-^. .+x„''=xxiX2 Xn. (Hurwitz, 1907.) 

55. Show how to obtain solutions of the system 

^2_|_y2_|-2z2=p, a;2+2y2+z'^=n, 2x^+y'-{-z'-=a. (Legendre.) 

56. Show how to obtain solutions of the system s:--|-y-—s-= n , 
^.2_y2_| . .22=| - - |^ _a ;2- ) - -y2_ |_5;2=Q. ( L e g e u d r C . ) 

57."̂  Develop a theory of the Diophantine system 

a=x^+y''+u'-\-v'', 

b=x+y+u+v. 

Apply the results to several problems in the theory of numbers. 
(Cauchy, Legendre.) 

58.* Investigate the solutions of the equation 

x'-\-{x+ry-^{x+2ry+. .-\-[x+in-i)rP=y'. 

(Genocchi, 1865.) 
59. Determine systems of four numbers such that the sum of every two in 

a system shall be a cube. (Fermat.) 
60.* Develop a general theory of the equation {n-^4)x^—7iy'^=4. 

(Realis, 1883.) 
61.* Determine properties of the integers J, b, c, d such that the equation 

a^2-|_jj,2_i_c-2_|-(ij(2 = 0 shall have integral solutions. (Meyer, 1884.) 

62.'' Show how to write the product of two sums of eight squares as u. sum 
of eight squares. (Thomson, 1877.) 

63.t Develop the theory of the Diophantine equation 

Xi X2 Xn 

where Xi, x,., ., Xn are restricted to be positive integers. In particular 
show that the maximum value of an x which can occur in a solution is iin where 
,„j._j^j=j,j(„t+i) and Mi=i and find the other integers which go to make up a 
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solution containing this number Un. (Problem and result communicated to the 
author by O. D. Kellogg.) 

64.1 Develop a theory of the system 

xi-\-x2-\-. .-\-xn=yi+yi+. .+yn, 

xi''-\-x2'+. .+.^„2=yi2-l-y2=+. .+y«^. 

Generalize the results by adding further similar equations with exponents 
3, 4, . . • (Longchamps, 1889; Frolov, 1889; Aubry, 1914.) 

65.t Observe that 

•''''^^-^ix+yy+six-yy 
x+y 

and thence show how to extend the set of numbers of the form {x^-\-y^)/{x-\-y) 
by generahzation of variables so as to form a domain with respect to multi
plication. Treat likewise the forms (a;'+y')/(a;+y), (a:'H-y')/(a;+y). Gen
eralize to the form {x?'-\-y'')/i.x-\-y), where p is any odd prime. (Compare 
Bachmann's Zahlentheorie, III, p. 206.) 

66.t Apply the results obtained in Exercise 65 to the solution of problems 
in Diophantine analysis. 

67.1 Develop the theory of the equation x^-\-y'^=mz^ for given values of m, 
(See examples of solutions in Intermed. d. Math., Vol. XVIII, p. 45.) 

68.t Develop the theory of the equation a;"+y"+z"=M"+D" for various 
values of the positive integral exponent n. (G^rardin, 1910.) 

69.1 Equations of the form 
=c"'=y"+c, (i) 

where c is a given number, have been investigated by several writers. In par
ticular, the case c = i has been treated in several papers, the only known solu
tion for the latter case (in which m and n are greater than unity) being x=^, 
m=2, y=2 , « = 3 . Investigate the general theory of Eq. (i), summarizing the 
results in the literature and adding to them. In particular, determine whether 
other consecutive integers than 8 and g can be perfect powers. (See Proc. Lond. 
Math. Soc. (2) 13 (1914): 60-80.) 

7o.t Determine whether the sum either of n nib. powers or of n— 1 nth powers 
can itself be an nth power when n is greater than 3. 

71.* The equation 

'"(9 
in which Fix) denotes an irreducible polynomial in x of degree r(r>2) with integral 
coef&cients and c is an integer, has only a finite number of solutions in integers p 
andg. (Thue, igoS.) 
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